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Residents Evacuated
After Sprinklers Set Off

STEVE MILLER / THE MONTCLARION

Water spreads across the 13th floor of Bohn Hall after
sprinklers were set off by two students playing Frisbee.
By C esarina M iceli

AssistantNewsEditor
Residents were stranded
outside on Sunday afternoon
for abouf seven hours after
a sprinkler system erupted in
Bohn Hall.
Bohn Hall residents stood
outside from 12:30 p.m. until
about 7:15 p.m., waiting to
be let into the building.
Between 4:20 p.m. and 5
p.rrw&tudents were escorted
into the building by Resi
dents Assistants to gather
their belongings.

No
accommodations
were made for the students
during the seven-hour wait
outside.
A cco rd in g to Assistant
Director of Facilities Terri
Giardino, the weather was
great and many festivities
were going on campus. She
said, “ We concentrated our
efforts on the interior of the
building.”
Students were addressed
by Bohn Hall Director Andrew
Voshell, and-fold that a t 8
p.m. a decision would be
made as to whether or not
Bohn Hall would re-open for

the night. If circumstances
caused the resident hall
to close until Tuesday morn
ing, then accommodations
would have been made for
students who could not-stay
with a friend or return home.
Voshell was unavailable
for questioning.
A ccording to Giardino,
two students on the 13 floor
were playing Frisbee when
the Frisbee hit off the sprinkler
head, setting off the sprinklers
and fire alarms.
The water traveled down
the elevator shafts and stair
wells, causing flooding in
the A and B wings. Water
traveled from the 13th floor
down to the first floor and
across other wings of the
building.
Three inches of water
flooded the 12th and 13th
floors, and several inches
piled in the lounges.
The Residence life staff'
including Resident Assistants
and Resident Directors, Dean
Ayres, Vice President for

Student Development and detectors, elevators, lounge
Campus Life Karen Penning property, and insured per
ton, and University Police sonal property. The Resident
worked to help restore the Life staff worked to save
condition of Bohn Hall.
equipm ent in their office,
According to Giardino, it but the carpets and walls
took approximately six hours were damaged. Police are
to clean up the water and investigating the incident.
sanitize the floors. House
Bohn
Hall
residents
keeping used water-extract com m ented on Sunday’s
ing machines to remove the events.
water, the ele va to r co m 
Sophomore 13th floor
pany arrived
Bohn Hall
and the ele
re s id e n t,
66 I WAS RATHER
vators were
K e i t h
SURPRISED HOW
shut down,
La v io l a ,
and
the
re
tu rn e d
UNPREPARED
water was
to
MSU
turned off in
a
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the building.
w ee ke n d
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Giardino
at home to
B o h n M o ll R e s id e n t
said, “There
attend the
was
treMontclairmendous
Fest con
.support
cert.
He
across campus. A bad sit arrived about five minutes
uation was turned into a after the fire alarm went off,
good one in a short period and waited outside to get
of time.”
his concert tickets from his
MSU is responsible for the dorm room.
dam aged sprinklers, smoke
Luckily, Laviola was let into
the concert without his tick
ets, and none of his belong
ing were damaged because
he had already taken most
of his things home. Anything
th a t was left on the floor
was picked up by Resident
Assistants that entered the
room.
According to Laviola,
state of New Jersey defines there is a horrible smell on
spouse as a person who is the 13th floor. He also said,
married, and right now only “ We [the residents] d id n 't
people of the opposite sex have the internet or water
can get married. Therefore, for about 24 hours.”
the MSU administration says
Freshman 1Oth floor Bohn
that same-sex couples and Hall resident Tim Shane dis
co-habiting straight couples cussed the damages to his
cannot receive health ben floor. He said that the rugs in
efits for their partners (and the hallways were drenched
in some cases their children) and he could not use the
stairwells on his side of the
see “ BENEFITS" ON P. 5
floor or the elevators.
A cco rd in g to Shane,
there has been no hot water
in Bohn Hall, along with
Non-traditional family?
subsequent floods on floors
including an incident on the
10th floor when the b ath
rooms flooded.
Shane said, “ We have
to question the plum bing
integrity of Bohn Hall.”
Shane also commented
on how long it took to
remove the water from Bohn
Hall. He said, “ I was rather
surprised how unprepared
Montclair was to handle a
situation such as the sprinklers
going off.”
Freshman 8th 0 floor Bohn

Non-Traditional MSU Faculty
Speaks on Lack o f Health Benefits
By K athleen Savino

StaffWriter

children— with insurance
of any kind...It took my hus
band a few months to find a
job here, so during this time
both he and my daughter
were not insured at all. It was
very scary.”
Fortunately, Gregory's
husband did find a job that
insured both him and their
daughter. However, Gregory
knew other faculty and staff
members ne ed e d health

insurance for their families
and saw this issue as "one of
social justice," so he started
the Ad Hoc Committee on
Benefits for Non-Traditional
Families.
The New Jersey State
Health Benefits Program
(SHBP) allots money for
state employees and their
spouses—MSU’s faculty and
staff are state employees—
health benefits. However, the

There is controversy over
whether or not gay and les
bian faculty are accepted
at MSU due to the lack of
equal health benefits.
Dr. Maughn Gregory, the
director of MSU’s Institute
for the Advancement of Phi
losophy for Children (IAPC),
moved to Montclair with his
husband and daughter in
1997. On his first day, Gregory
went to the personnel office Do you think non-traditional families should have
and asked that his daughter the same MSU benefits that traditional families
and husband be put on his
have now?
insurance. Because Gregory
had not yet applied for a
second parent adoption (his
111%
husband was currently the
No
legal parent of their daugh
ter), he was told that he
86 %
Yes
could not insure his husband
or daughter through MSU’s
health plan despite New
Jersey’s anti-discrimination
laws.
“They told me,” Gregory
said, “ there's a loophole
written into the law that says
state employees do not get
to cover their domestic part
ners -a n d sometimes their

Are you in a
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This is th e lu s t issue of The
M o ntclarion fo r th e sem ester.

P o lice Probe S h o ts at C a rs on Route 21
Police are looking for anyone with information regarding the shots fired at
two cars on Route 2 1 Friday night. Bullets struck two northbound vehicles
around l G 1 0 p.m. between Rutgers and M ill streets, police Capt. Frank
Manno said yesterday. A bullet hit the door of a 4 1-year-old Newark

G ood luck on finals!

O F F -C A M P U S

Full page - $310.00
H alf page - $200.00
Q uarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

man, causing the front window on the driver's side to shatter. The motorist
was treated by emergency medical technicians at the scene and refused
further medical treatment. A car driven by a 36-year-old Warren man

W e w ill re tu rn pu blicatio n in

was struck in the hood by a bullet, Manno said. Route 2 1 was closed for

S ep tem b er!

C lassifieds (up to 30 wds.)
$10.00

9 0 minutes as police scoured the state highway for evidence.

M o n tclair P raised fo r its D edication to E co lo g y

Call (973) 655-5237
for more information.

A new program that has solidified M o n tcla ir’s reputation as an
environmentally friendly community got an endorsement yesterday from
one of the green movement's closest friends in Washington. U.S. Sen.

m ontclarion

Frank Lautenberg paid a visit to the township to herald passage of a
measure that will require officials to consider the environmental impact of
all municipal decisions. It is one of the first of its kind in New Jersey. With
the so-called sustainability resolution, approved March 18, all decisions
and purchases must be made in light of their effect on natural resources.
Each time the township buys a car, erects a building or brings any major
equipment on line, it must ask whether the action uses up a minimum

.Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex * Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
E-mail: monteditprinchief@yahoo.com
Phone: (973) 655-5241 Fax: (973) 655-7804
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amount of fossil fuels, or produces the least possible air pollution.
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There was no SGA m eeting
this week.

FBI Investigating C h ild W ho M ay B e M issin g Boy

N

The Police are joining forces with the FBI to investigate the possibility
that a child found in a north Chicago suburb is the same boy who

ew s
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Fayetteville, in October 2000. A computer-generated age progression
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Sports Editor
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photo of him bears a strong resemblance to the Illinois boy, raising
hopes of family members. Meantime, the Evanston boy remains in a
foster home.
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H andym an F it F o r T ria l In Dungeon A b d u ctio n s

CesSSsiFfci A A lc e l.
O p in io n
Ja s o n H o r t illa s

The retired handyman accused of holding at least five women as
sex slaves in an underground bunker has been found competent to
stand trial, a defense attorney said Tuesday. The opinion came from
a psychologist hired by attorneys for the defendant, John Jamelske.
Defense attorney Robert Earl declined to discuss the expert's findings
but said the conclusion does not necessarily rule out a psychiatric
defense at trial. Jamelske, 67, is being held in jail without bail on
charges of kidnapping, rape, sodomy and sexual abuse. He was
arrested April 7 after a 16-year-old girl told authorities he had held
her hostage for nearly seven months in a concrete dungeon he built,
under his back yard.

i f

M ike C d ia p a

Terrene^ Thomfoü -

away from his great-aunt and great-uncle's home in Roseboro.east of

i

IiEFCopt'ip itor

Ed,

Lillian M

disappeared from his great-aunt's North Carolina home more than two
years ago. Tristen “Buddy" Myers was 4 years old when he walked

. Compiled from cnn.com by Cesarina M ice li
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SGA Elections Held Once Again
Without a Legislative Vote
the legislature.
As of now, the SGA will hold an
em ergency m eeting on Friday in
which the legislature will vote on a bill
to formally recognize the elections.
Justiniano said, "Chances of the
bill not going through are slim and
I encourage everyone to vote for
the position of SGA Executive Secre
tary.”
The qualifications for candidacy
and rules of the elections will be
the same as any other Executive
Secretary Election.
Candidates submitted their peti

By C esarina M iceli

AssistantNewsEditor

tions on Tuesday at 2:30 p.m..
The only difference in this elec
tion is that only 100 undergraduate
signatures were required rather
than the normal 300 signatures.
Scarlett Morris, Tashana Stewart,
and Jason Flamed have submitted
petitions and met all the candidate
requirements. Their platforms can
be found on the Electronic Voting
Interface System (ELVIS).
Online voting for SGA Secretary
Elections will be held from April 30
until May 6 at midnight, with the
results announced on May 7.

The 2003-2004 SGA Executive Sec
retary elections began yesterday,
after the resignation of Kendra Faison
last week.
The decision to hold special elec
tions was made by Jay Long, SGA
Attorney General. Long was unavail
able for questioning.
Normally, two thrids votes is
needed from the legislature to make
any executive decision, but this Exec
utive Secretary Election
falls under a special
case.
According to next
year’s attorney general,
Javier Justiniano, the
way the SGA Consti
tution is arranged, the
attorney general is given
the power to interpret
the constitution.
According to Justini
ano, the way that Long
interpreted the section
of the SGA constitution
mentioning the vacancy
of an Executive Board
member, is that a special
e lection can be held
without the legislature’s
approval.
Any student that dis
agrees with the a tto r
ney general's decision
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
pan discuss Lt.with pirn,
then go to the judicial The SGA Legislature îé expected tò vote' oh a bill to recognize the Executive
branch, and finally to Secretary Elections tomorrow.
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you'll find 32,000,000
trapped inside.
Here's a souvenir from a place the good times
left behind. A hard place where one out of every
eleven families in America is still struggling to
survive. A'cold place where one out of every six
children still goes to bed wanting more, but fears
awakening to even less. A little memento s-.but
not for Americans caught in the grip of poverty.
Because there are 32 million people who are
desperately trying to break free.
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valuable experience as .1 Student Brand Manager. Someone who live« the collège life You know,
burns the candle at both ends. So join Red Bull and meet new people, have a lot o f fun and
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Cabinet
Position
Created
By Theresa C evetello

StaffWriter
Jacob Hudnut, SGA president
elect, plans on incorporating a
new cabinet position that will cater
to non-traditional students into his
2003-2004 administration.
In a bill to restructure the entire
cabinet and legislature committee
section of the SGA’s rules, called
Statutes, Hudnut proposed the title
of Director of Non-Traditional Student
Outreach. This proposal must be
voted on a t an em ergency SGA
meeting because so far the bill has
been discussed unofficially by Presi
d e n t Fitzpatrick, legislators, and
members of the cabinet.
The job of the Director of NonTraditional Student Outreach is to be
the voice of MSU’s non-traditional
students. These students are defined
as fitting any of the following criteria:
25 years of age or older; interrupted
during their pursuit of higher educa
tion; has or is working full-time while
in school; married; have children or
dependents. Non-traditional students
make up 22% of MSU’s population.
Hudnut said that the Director of
Non-Traditional Student Outreach
shall be sensitive to the needs and
concerns of MSU’s non-traditiqnal'
population and make recommericfd'-'
tions of solutions to the Executive and
Legislative Branches of the SGA.
Also, they will help coordinate
commuter activities and program
ming, and reach out to SGA arid.
University recognized non-traditionaT
student themed organizations..
Hudnut said that during his cam-,
paign, he was lucky to reach out
to many of these students via the
Non-Traditional Student Organization
(NTSO), the classroom, and other
areas of campus. "I realized that
these students pay SGA fees just
like traditional students who have
continual access to programming
and services geared towards their
age group,” Hudnut said.
"It
became quite obvious that the ball
was in the SGA's court to deliver
programming, advocacy, and ser
vices to these students. This is why I
took the steps to create this cabinet
post.”
Some students already showinter
est in applying for this cabinet posi
tion. Joseph Wagner, Junior History
M ajor in the Teacher Education
Program, returned to college, after
a long absence to fulfill his dream
of becoming a high school Social;
Studies teacher.
Wagner said that one of his goals
as Director of Non-Traditional Student
Outreach would be to encourage
and facilitate adult students’ involve
ment in campus life.
W agner has re ce ntly b e e n ’
elected President of NTSO and said
that aside from meeting many adult
students at MSU, he has also become
friends with “traditional” aged stu
dents. "I believe the university com-

For more information, go to w w w .fe d fo u llu .c o m
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Cabinet
Continued from p. 3
munity would benefit from building through since I am one of them,”
more formal and informal allidnces Antelman said.
Being that the SGA is open to all
between these two groups,” Wagner
said. Wagner would try to start an undergraduates, you do not have to
informal "buddy-system” to link tra be a non-traditional student to hold
ditional and non-traditional students the title of Director of Non-Traditional
with the cooperation of the SGA Student Outreach. Tara Tortoriello,
junior and Social Studies Education
and NTSO.
After being out of school for 45 major, is a traditional student and
years, Geraldine Antelman, an unde said that it isjust as important for nonclared freshman, is interested in traditional students to succeed.
“ When I
read about this
being a voice for her
position, I knew
community of nonthat I had to apply
66 THE NONtraditional students.
for it," Tortoriello
She said that inter
TRADITIONAL
said. Her mother
mingling with tradi
is a non-traditional
tional students, will
STUDENTS WANT TO
student and Torto
be a great learning
BE A GREATER PART riello often clari
experience for the
fies MSU issues to
whole student body.
OF M SU.... 99
her mother. Tor
“ The non-tradi
toriello
would like
tional students want
- C jT & r a ld in e A \n t e lm a n ,
to make non-trato be a greater part
Freshman ditional students
of MSU and be
aware of all their
aware of w hat is
happening on campus," Antelman options that are available to them
said. “ I ca n be the person who at MSU.
Hudnut will nominate a candi
can close the gap and bring this
date
for this new cabinet position
together."
Antelman is the historian on the and the SGA Legislature must
Executive Board of NTSO. She said approve the nomination with a twothat she wants to bring answers to thirds vote. The vote will occur in
non-traditional students on questions early September.
Hudnut said he is looking for some
that need to be answered. "I have
become familiar with many aspects one with willingness for dedication
of what non-traditional students go and understanding of his administra-

W
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Hands Across Campus

Members of the MSU community joined hands in the Annual
World’s Fair held last Thursday.

tion’s goals-"students for students.”
"The SGA needs to widen its scope
and serve all students-not just the

k i n

g

f o

involved students," Hudnut said.
"This iswhat I campaign on and now
is my time to take this task on."
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W it h y o u r h e lp , s o m e o n e c o u ld e n d u p e x p e c tin g
t h e i r d r e a m t o f i n a l l y c o m e t r u e . Right now, th e re a re
m any co u ples w h o a re anxiously d ream ing o f having a baby.
F o r th e m , ano nym o us egg donation re p re s e n ts a real chance
fo r su ccessfu l co n c e p tio n ...p e rh a p s , th eir only chance.
W o m e n b e tw e e n th e a g e s o f 21 and 3 2 and from all ethnic
backg ro un ds m ay be eligible to p articip ate in o u r an onym ous
egg d o n o r program . W e re o n e o f th e leading c e n te rs fo r
re p ro d u c tiv e and in fe rtility d is o rd e rs in th e n atio n . O u r
re n o w n e d te a m o f specialists will m atch you carefully, th o u g h t
fully and confidentially w ith a special couple.
A t t h e c o m p le tio n o f th e c y c le , y o u w ill b e
c o m p e n s a te d $ 7 ,0 0 0 .
F o r th e c o n ve n ien ce o f o u r donors* R M A o ffe rs several
locations th ro ug ho u t N J and NY.
M a n h a tta n ~ B erg en C o u n ty ~
M o n m o u th /O c e a n C o u n ty ~
M o rris C o u n ty ~ E ssex C o u n ty ~
S o m e rs e t C o u n ty ~ M e r c e r C o u n ty

The S o u rce f o r New]

L e a r n m o r e b y c a llin g t o ll- f r e e , 1 -B 7 7 - 7 7 9 - 7 7 3 1
o r a p p ly o n lin e a t w w w .r m a n j.c o m
R eproductive

M edicine

A ssociates

of

New Jersey
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Benefits
Continued from p. 1
even though the University has an granted via legislation and therefore, that domestic partners are excluded releases had been made regarding
anti-discrimination policy.
not negotiable. The State topk the from coverage.”
the administration’s support for
Many members of the commit same position with our adjunct pro
President Cole still said that health domestic partner benefits.
tee, the local 1904 (union for the fessor unit when we tried to negoti benefits for non-traditional families
Judy Hain, Vice President of
faculty and staff) and the union's ate health benefits for them. We "are not within the legal scope for Human Resources, said that no press
lawyer assert that even though the challenged that in a PERC (Public collective bargaining." President releases have been issued. She
state does not allot the University the Employment Relations Commission) Cole also says— speaking of the expressed her desire for domestic
money for health benefits, there’s hearing and won [the right to nego previous contract negotiations—that partner health benefits to become
nothing legally stopping the University tiate the issue of health benefits whether benefits are negotiable or a reality because “it is an issue of
from coming up with the funds on for adjuncts]. But the ruling cam e not “ became moot when during the social justice,” but also echoed Cole
their own. However, the University has long after negotiations had been course of bargaining the statewide in saying that the state law doesn’t
refused to even negotiate Domestic completed."
AFT withdrew its proposal for domes allow them to grant benefits.
Partner benefits. Even so, the issue
However, some former committee tic partner benefits.”
Of this legal d e ba te, Gregory
of DP benefits has been raised for a members and faculty believe that
However, Bill Sullivan said, "We did says, "They told us there's no need
few years, and is one of the many the administration is doing all they not withdraw it [a proposal for DP for our lawyer to talk to your lawyer,
issues that will be raised again when can when it comes to supporting benefits]. The state refused to even because ours is obviously right and
the renewal of the state contract both gay and lesbian faculty and talk about it, except to say that we yours is obviously wrong—and that’s
comes up in June.
staff on the issue of DP benefits. The could not legally talk about it. Our almost word for word what she [Cole]
Gil Zicklin, a professor of sociology, administration did
only choice was to said, she would not even talk about
who was a committee member, says publish a pamphlet
go to PERC for a it further even though we had six
66 THEY TOLD ME
"They [the administration] could do titled, “All in the MSU
"scope of negotia pages of legal documentation and
THERE’S A LOOPHOLE tions" ruling. PERC she had a page and a half which
if [offer Domestic Partner Benefits]. Family” which out
They claim that they can’t perhaps lined new privileges
eventually ruled in made it look like they didn’t bother
WRITTEN INTO THE
because of the violation of some sort granted to gay and
favor of our right to do much.”
of personal requirements. The lawyer lesbian faculty and
to negotiate health
LAW..... 99
Also, as many faculty members
for the union I believe said that they staff member's fam
benefits in cases pointed out Domestic Partner ben
- A A o u g h n d ir e c t o r y .
could do it w ithout violating any ilies, including use of
where state legisla efits have been implemented all over
contractual obligations and state the campus facili
tion is silent. But it the country at all kinds of workplaces
D ir e c t o r o f A A S U ’s !/\P C D
policies.”
ties such as the gym
took about a year and 72% of the top 50 institutions
There was also a resolution and library.
after negotiations ranked by the US News and World
drafted by the Ad Hoc Committee
Karen
Dennis,
had been com  Report College Rankings grant health
that went to the Board of Trustees one of the current co-chairs of GLFSA pleted to get that ruling from PERC benefits to same-sex partners of their
(B.O.T.) in January of 2001. The resolu (Gay and Lesbian Faculty and Staff and Cole is well aware of that history. employees. Costs and participation
tion addressed the importance of Association) and Assistant Dean of This is not the first time the Administra in Domestic Partner benefits at MSU
DP benefits and called for the BOT the School of Business, said fhat the tion has tried to frame the discussion would most likely be minimal. The
and the MSU senate to d e cla re University would implement Domestic in this disingenuous fashion.”
ad-hoc committee also conducted
their support for the provision of DP Partner Benefits if it co uld. “ The
Cole said she did speak to the an opinion survey on benefits for
benefits.
University administration has been college presidents this fall—as the non-traditional families in 1999. This
Zicklin said of the resolution, "We and still is very supportive. The ad hoc committee members had survey found that only 12% of those
read the resolution they listened to President and leading members of suggested—regarding DP benefits.
surveyed w ould need DP health
us, and I never heard back from the the administration always come to
She wrote, “ While the presidents benefits for their partners or chil
board. I got a letter from President National Coming Out day,” Dennis were sympathetic in regard to the dren.
Cole commending our presentation said.
issue of domestic partner benefits,
No m a tte r how many people
but not saying that the board had
Like Dennis, Dr. Mark Koppel, it was their opinion that domestic need it, the local 1904 will definitely
passed this resolution, so frankly I GLFSA’s other co-chair, also says partner benefits was not an appro be bringing the issue of DP benefits
don’t know what they did with it.”
that the University favors Domestic priate issue for the Association to to the bargaining ta b le in June.
Carla Petievich, Director of the Partner benefits, but also that “the address collectively. The presidents Barbara Chasin said of the upcoming
Women Studies Program and former administration could be making far preferred to address the issue as negotiations, “We hope DP benefits
com m ittee member, said “ the more visible statements. President individuals within the context of their will be something that we can get for
administration took the interpretation Cole could be interviewed on the NJ own campus circumstances.”
our members...this is really a life and
that they weren’t allowed to change T.V. station [stating her support for DP
However, Cole did not respond death issue. There's no reason why
the law, in fa ct our understanding benefits]. I haven’t seen that level of to the question asking if any press this should not be done here.”
was that the law said they d o n 't commitment. We're negotiating for
have to offer us DP benefits but there a confract. Here is the perfect time
wasn’t anything actually preventing to bring it up, it could be changed
them from doing, if the trustees would in the contract.”
allocate the necessary funds.”
Cindy Meneghin, a former com
Dr. Barbara Chasin, an officer in mittee member who is now pressing
Continued from p. 1
the local A F union and a member suit with her partner against the
on the ad hoc committee, is also state of New Jersey for the right to
Hall resident Lisa Torchia said it resident Alison Roman was one of
uncertain of President Cole and the marry, said that M ontclair State's
took
about 20 minutes for the fire the many students stuck outside
adm inistration’s support. Chasin administration has been supportive
trucks
to respond to the fire alarm, on Sunday afternoon.
said, "The BOT could
and would give
and
hours
before the resident were
She said, "This couldn’t have
issue a press release,
benefits if they
given
an
explanation.
happened
at a more inconve
66 THE ATTORNEY
as could President
could. She said,
According
to
Torchia,
students
nient
time
in
the school year, with
Cole, to put this
GENERAL RULED THAT "I’ve heard her
were
initially
told
that
there
was
the
semester
coming to a close.
m a tte r before the
[Cole] say directly
a
fire
on
the
13th
floor,
but
later
Instead
of
getting
my schoolwork
OUR HEALTH BENEFITS in front of me if she
public, saying they
discovered
that
there
had
been
done,
I
was
roasting
in the sun.”
are in favor of the
could she w ouldWERE
GRANTED
VIA
a
flood.
Roman
had
d
e
d
ic a te d her
state giving health
but the state of
Torchia’s
parents
were
on
their
weekend
to
studying
for
finals and
benefits to domes
New Jersey refuses
LEGISLATION.... 99
way
to
MSU
to
pick
up
some
of
her
working
on
two
papers.
When
tic partners.” Chasin
to allow the state
belongings
to
make
the
transition
the
fire
alarm
went
off,
Roman
-P > ill S u llh s o n ,
also referred to the
institutions to use
back home easier.
walked out of the building without
problems faced by
the state health
E x e c u tiv e V P o f /K F T
When
she
finally
got
hold
of
a
any of her belongings because
faculty and staff who
benefit program
cell
phone,
she
called
her
parents
she
expected just another fire
may not be gay or
to extend benefits
to
inform
them
of
the
flooding,
drill.
lesbian, but are also part of what is to domestic partners."
but they were already on their
Although Roman was not
called a "non-traditional” family.
Cole, who responded via email,
way.
Torchia’s
parents
drove
an
directly
affected by the flooding
For exam ple, she herself ca n no t said th a t she supports Domestic
hour
to
pick
up
their
daughter’s
because
she lives two floors
provide benefits for her opposite-sex Partner benefits but that she can
belongings
and
could
not
enter
above
the
13th floor, her schoolpartner because they chose not to do nothing because of that state
the
building.
work
was
affected
and her pro
law.
get married.
According
to
Torchia,
only
stu
fessors
remain
unaware
of her
Bill Sullivan, the executive Vice“ Health benefits are provided to
dents
who
needed
m
edication
circumstances.
President of Local 1904 of the Ameri University employees by the State
were escorted into the Bohn Hall.
Roman said, “ We [the resi
can Federation of Teachers (AFT) of New Jersey. State law regulates
Torchia
said,
“
Next
time
there’s
dents]
were outside for about
said,"During our last set of negotia all the terms of those benefits, and
a
fire
drill.
I’
m
packing
a
duffel
five
hours
before anyone even
tions in 1999, the State’s position all of the University’s costs for those
bag."
addressed
us a b ou t the prob
was that health benefits were not benefits are funded through state
Freshman
15th
floor
Bohn
Hall
lem.”
negotiable. The Attorney General appropriations. Currently, state law
ruled that our health benefits were defines the family in such a w ay
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Tired o f Dealing with the Mother’s Day Cashcow?
Quick and Simple Solutions to Avoid Expensive M other’s Day Gifts
Fear not! While the situation may rem em ber that even though she
seem hopeless, it is not.
may hint at that expensive Tiffany
AssistantFeatureEditor
There are so many sifferent ways bracelet, the truth is that she will
that you can
be very happy
“ I brought you into this world and say ‘I love you
with w hatever
I can just as quickly take you out.” Mom’ without
you get her. As
a
Who has heard that line before? It spending
long as you get
is the typical mother to child quote, pretty penny.
her something.
said in nearly every house around So put aw ay
If you are
the world.
the lint in your
looking for a
But, mothers aren’t just deities pockets and
more creative
that threaten you with homicide or listen up.
w ay to express
the all too familiar ‘beatings with
First of all,
your love to your
wet noodles.’
mothers really
mom, then give
They work hard to make your jour lo v e th in g s
this a shot:
ney through life as easy as possible. th a t c o m e
A scrapbook
Sure, they may be strict, overbearing from the heart.
with old pictures
even smothering at times, but they The o c c a 
from your life.
deserve their day just like anyone sional poem
O ld b ir th d a y
else. So show your mother you love or song does
parties, photos
her....
nicely. Even
taken with
Now, for those of you reading this th e h o m e 
Santa, and even
who are in the same boat as many m a d e c a rd
candid shots of
other college students around the that you threw
mom while she’s
country, money is obviously tight.
together with
sleeping will do
It’s hard to get your mother a co n stru ction
Throw
COURTESYOFLIFE.COM nicely.
g ift th a t a d e q u a te ly shows your p a p e r a n d Some mothers only want a hug.
them
into
a
appreciation on three quarters, a macaroni. If it
p h o to a lb u m
piece of chewing gum, a fork and a shows your in n e r m ost feelings, it’s and add some cute little notations, a
piece of string.
a guaranteed ticket to success. Also poem you wrote or found, or a song
By Toni Trióla

that really ‘says it’. The key here
is to get as creative as you w ant
to. Just, don’t go to the point that
your scrapbook rivals the works of
Kandinski.
If you're not the type to show
your emotions so openly, get her
a nice card and a bunch of hand
picked flowers (just..don't steal them
from your neighbor's prized Azalia
bushes ok?)
Start off small, cards or flowers are
fine. Make a mixed tape of songs
that remind you of your mother. Do
what makes you comfortable.
. The point is, that mother’s day is
a day for the mothers of the worid.
They deserve to be revered. So
even if you can't get a gift, tell your
mother you love her.
Let her know how important she
is to you, even if you have to write
it down to get it right. Mothers may
seem like they judge, or expect too
much, but as long as you wish them
a happy M other’s Day, they'll be
ecstatic. So warm wishes of spring,
enjoy your summer and tell your
mother you love her.
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Learning from MSU’s A d u lt Pupils

I

2

* Ree Board Meeting, 2-3 p.m. SC Cafe B
* Senior Recital: Jamie Szeinberg, 8 p.m. McEachem Recital Hall

3
*Yass Hakoshima Movement Theater, 7:30 p.m.

* Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge'
* Mass, 6:30 p.m. The Newman Center
* Faculty Recital: Chaim Zemach, Cello, 3 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall

1

4
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One More Day left! Good Luck on Finals!

* Senior Recital: Jason Caroli, 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hail

* See You in September!

V

on the topic or comparing it to this
and this issue or to that one.
FeatureEditor
One man would even bring in
show-and-tell objects relating to the
subject at hand. Flow could I win?
here was one in each class They showed me up. Each time they
the fall of my freshman year; I showed me up.
remember it quite clearly. They
At times I contem plated, and
usually sat in the front and asked a I think it may be somewhat true,
lot of questions. On most occasions that they had "forgotten" how to
they were better prepared, on time be students. They didn't know how
and with a pen in hand (and one to "g e t by w ithout doing," “ skim
for me when
instead of read,"
I forgot). This
or "keep your
may be a ter
eyes on the
ribly exagerpaper to avoid
rated gener
being
called
alization, but it
on." Must they
is nonetheless
always read the
my first experi
entire
book?
ence with the
Must they always
group of indi
fully participate
viduals often
in or lead dis
d u b b e d ,
cussions? Surely
"adult
stu
an
individual
dents."
wouldn’t choose
One thing
this out of free
stuck in my
vyill.
mind:
they
The awful box
knew
what
info which I had
they
were
puf these indi
LACEY SMITH / THE MONTCLARION
doing and in
viduals began to
doing so often Kathy Cerrato is a student at MSU.
break down, in
made
me
my experience
look bad. Some of my peers may with two incredible women.
have took the extra questions annoy
I met Kathy Cerrato last fall, not
ing or the preparedness to signify in the classroom but at work. I had
being uptight but I did not see it that my usual student-worker-bottomway. The fact was that they tended feeder position and went through
to care more about the class than my work n o t e x p e c tin g much.
did I and it showed.
However, I gained much when Kathy
I liked to think of myself as inter and I becam e friends. Throughout
ested in my classes and attentive the past year we have had a hun
during lectures. I did the work and dred conversations on various sub
even did my best to form an opin jects.
ion. But the adults in my class
She too is a student here. She has
always seemed to go the extra mile,
whether looking up extra material
See"STUDENTS" p. 7
By Lacey Sm ith
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Bergen County Blues
By Jerom e D'Angelo

StaffWriter

It ‘s time to make that long trip
home again. All twenty minutes or
so of it.
Every May, after I mail in my finals,
tell the people at College Hall one
last time how poorly they do their
jobs, and write one last column for
The Montclarion that no one’s going
to read, I load up my car and head
north on the parkway.
About
two exits before I hit New York
State, I come across a little hole in
the swamp the locals call Bergen
County.
It’s a little place I’m proud to call
hole...er...home.
To say that Bergen County is a
little conservative is like saying that
Nietzsche was a little unsure about
religion. A gross understatement, to
say the very least.
High school football is a way of
life. There seem to be more SUV’s
than minorities. In fa c t, Bergen
County still has those antiquated
“ Blue Laws” prohibiting retail stores to
be open on Sundays. For someone
of my more non-traditional ideology,
a p la ce like this can seem a bit
close-minded.
As it would happen, the people I
live with don’t help. My parents and
I haven’t grown any closer to each
other over the course of my college
career. On the rare occasions I’m

home on the weekends, I wake up
to the sounds of their arguing. They
use my room as an attic, and every
time I pass through for mail or credit
card bills I find some old relic or my
mom’s fichus stored up there, i still
c a n ’t sit a t the dinner table with
them without answering a thousand
questions th a t are none of fheir
business.
Move out? I wish. Money's tight.
Observing my relationship with
my parents and then observing
my friends relationship with theirs
has been quite possibly the most
depressing continuum of anything
that doesn’t involve tanks, missiles,
or George Bush. We live with them,
they provide for us, but ultimately
we give each other hell. Life can
be miserable at home. I’m never
so depressed as when I am trying
to hold a simple conversation with
my mother. My ste p fa th e r’s not
much better, but he at least can
be counted on to give me straight
answers.
But here I go again. I'll make that
turn onto Palisade Ave. just past the
auto repair shop and follow that on
until the end of the block. Second to
last house on your left, the one with
thè rusty basketball hoop in front.
The Ciniglia's kids will be playing ball
in the street, and their father will be
loading his landscaping equipment
into his truck. My step-dad’s jittery
mutt will announce my return by
barking from the w indow as my
Volkswagen rolls up. Blue skies. Fleshly
cut lawns. Smiling faces, wonderful

North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

jr j j g

EG G D O N O R S N E E D E D !!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS O F ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.

Ai> AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT O F LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER TH E DONOR H AS CO M PLETED A N EG G DONOR C Y C LE,
T H E Y W I L L B E C O M P E N S A T E D $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0 .

For m ore inform ation on our eg g donor program c a ll

(973) 470-0303
and ask fo r one o f our N urses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX' - 973-916-0488
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World's Fair Dancers

CHRIS PETERS/THE MONTCLARION

Among the many things at the MSU World’s Fair, talented
international dancers served up some great entertainment.

places. My life's a nightmare.
I’ll call up my friends from the
area. I’ll invite those that live in other
parts of New Jersey or New York to
get together. We’ll go get a drink,
exchange stories of the semester,
and conclude with how much our
parents have already done to upset
us. That will be, however, to depress
ing to talk about for long. The topic
will have to switch to something less
melancholy, like the death penalty
or the Middle East.
Life moves in circles. Endless,
endless circles.
Several of my friends have admit
te d their relationships with their
parents are such that they hope
they never reproduce. The theory is
that they will just continue in a sad
tradition. I find myself wondering
the same thing at times. How could
our whole notion of family and unity
have been so corrupted? How could
things have gotten so bad? We

were all given opportunity; we were
all given tools for success. Shouldn’t
we be happy?
You will make the journey home
too, eventually. Maybe, like me,
you're not looking forward to doing
it, but you are looking forward to
doing it for the last time. We can
complain, and we can sulk. We can
try something adult like internalizing or
denying the problem. The best thing
to do is simply to not let it consume
us. Issues never get resolved. They
get taken into adulthood and strung
out over life times. If we stop to think
about them, thè pain becomes too
much, but if we keep going, a part
of ourselves get left behind.
No longer!
We don’t need to be a part of
the invisible machine, rather we can
break from if. So many things get
crushed under the weight of sadness,
don’t let your inner peace be one of
them. There will be no last words.

Students
Continued from p. 6
showed me things which I could not I wondered how she could possibly
have learned from a student my have time to read extra books?
age: dedication when she stayed
I asked her and she simply said
after work to study before her Friday that it was important to her, so she
nighf classes and determ ination made the time. A little here. A little
when she worked on and and there. I had though reading was
worried over her papers endlessly, im portant to me, too, but here I
among others.
found a greater love for knowledge
I have been
and how to imple
impressed watch
ment it. And I have
ing Kathy and her
T h r o u g h t h e m I h a ve
started to read
work ethic, how
an extra book of
LEARNED ABOUT RAISING
hard she is willing
my own this week,
to work for what
thanks
to
CHILDREN, BROKEN
she
knows
is
Ms.Rispoli.
MARRIAGES, BURYING LOVED
im portant, how
Through these
important
her
ONES, FINDING A JOB I LOVE, women, my limited
work is. We trade
view of students
AND MAKING THE MOST OF
suggestions for
older than myself
papers,
using
has changed dras
MY AGE...9 9
each
other's
tically. I have been
strong points. She
proud to call these
is a much better
women peers in
Spanish speaker than am I; I have school, and mentors outside of it.
fairly good hand on the material for
Through them I have learned
"Intro to Religion.”
about raising children, broken mar
This past semester brought me riages and other relationships, bury
the second woman. Maria Rispoli ing loved ones, finding a job I love,
and I were in a group of four who and making the most of my age and
became pretty close. Every day she my own plans for the future. Through
had a non-school-related book with these women, I have learned about
her. As a mother, wife and student, life.
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The h e a t is on, b u t th a t has no
e ffe c t on you. You know how to
b e e ffic ie n t a n d organize your
tim e to g e t th e jo b s a t h a n d
d o ne right. C ontinue on this path
a n d success will be yours.

It’ s tim e to fa c e th e m usic.
Especially since y o u ’re lies are
ca tc h in g up with you a nd th e re ’s
no use in running anym ore. Fess
up an d g e t it over with, it co u ld
b e worse, right?

If yo u trust o th e rs so m u c h
w hy d o you co n tinu e to c h e c k
up on them to see if they follow
th ro u g h o r n o t? S top b e fo re
your confusing b e h a v io r drives
them a w ay.

Things a re n ’t g o ing e xactly as
planned, but you still believe th a t
things will be just fine no m a tte r
w h a t. O n th a t n o te , p re p a re
yourself fo r an a d v e n tu re you
w o n ’t soon forget.

It’s been a w hile since y o u 'v e
talked to th a t certain som eone
a b o u t h o w you fe e l a n d n o w
is your c h a n c e to le t it all out.
D on’t hold b a ck, if you d o n 't.te ll
them now you never will.

Time waits for no one so stop
being lazy. People are d e p e n d 
ing on you to g e t the jo b d o n e
a n d you d o n ’ t w a n t to d is a p 
p o in t th e m , W a itin g until last
m inute will only lea d to disaster.

You’ re trying to p la y it c o o l
b u t un som eone o u t there knows
the real deal. C over your tracks
c a re fu lly fo r th e y 'r e q u ic k to
c a tc h on the m inute som ething
feels a little off.

N o w th a t y o u ’ ve re g a in e d
control o f y o u ’re life take tim e off
to relax an d d o n ’t rush yourself
into a n o th e r crazed adventure.
M u ch aw aits you, so enjoy this
m o m en t w hile you still can.

Oocer
21-Jclg 21
You 's p e n d to o m u c h tim e
worrying a b o u t w h a t others think
w h e n y o u should b e w o rryin g
a b o u t yourself an d w here yo u 're
h e a d in g in life. Do things your
w a y for a ch a n g e .

Taurus a re p a tie n t a n d
very hard workers. They
a re p ra c tic a l a n d c o n sturctuive in all th e y do,
bu t a re o fte n re lu cta n t
to try anything n e w a n d
different.

|eo
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W hy a re yo u so h e s ita n t to
g e t o u t o f th e rut you despise
so m uch? Press forw ard a n d be
strong. G o a fte r all opportunities
th a t present them selves. W hat
h a ve you g o t to lose? Anything
is b e tte r th a n nothing.

W rite For The
M ontclarion Abroad

X

jfo g itta rid s
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22-J)ec. 20

Y ou've slacked o ff fo r q u ite
s o m e tim e b u t its tim e to p ic k
up the p a c e a n d g e t all those
last m inute details w orke d out.
You're best w hen p u t under pres
sure so m a k e it h a p p e n a n d
show them w h a t y o u ’ve got.

The

^

O

y

Tories

%r.20 - T^pril 19

Y o u 're c h a s in g a fte r th e
w rong things. Sit d o w n an d think
a b o u t w h a t it is y o u ’ re re a lly
a fte r a t this p o in t in y o u r life.
Then p la n o u t h o w it is y o u ’re
g o in g to g o a b o u t g e ttin g this
task acco m plishe d .

WildWest Invades Campus:
Ride 'Em Cowboy!

ALISON BARNES/THE MONTCLARION

If you're studying
abroad and would like to participate in the 'Abroad
Column' please email Toni at montfeature@yahoo.com

Brendan Lynott lives it up cowboy style as he rides a mechanical
bull during last week’s Spring Week, the theme of which was
Wild Wild West.

Feature
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What Happened on May 1st in History?
1851-The First World’s Fair opens in London
u stages ms Tirst Wild West Show
Dolphin dies at age 40

r r c t t for College Students
up to 1,000 AT&T Phone Card M in u tes!*
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Identity Makes a Killing as a Modern Thriller
his wife screaming, “She w on't stop
bleeding!"
vstantArtsandEntertainmentEditor
A flashback of a family of three
riding on a deserted highway in a
ï \ trusty minivan appears. The father,
Identity
George York, played by "Scrubs" star
John C. McGinley, and the mother,
J ames M angold
Alice, played by “Mad About You’s"
Leila Kenzle, are having trouble find
C olumbia P ictures
ing a w ay to their destination in
the tremendous amounts of rainfall.
All the while their eerily silent son,
Timothy, played by Bret Loehr, plays
dentity is up there with The Sixth with a toy in the backseat.
Sense and Seven as far as suspense
Suddenly, the car spins out of
goes.
control due to a flat tire. George
John Cusack, Amanda Peet, recites how to m anage a flat tire
Clea Duvall, Jake Busey and Ray while still driving as if he’s reading a
Liotta are the main actors in this nail driver's manual from start to finish.
biting psychological thriller that is
He gets out of the minivan to find
based in a run down motel on a what caused the flat tire and it's a
rainy day in Nevada.
leopard print high heel. Alice is out
Ten strangers find themselves in the rain with her husband asking
ca u gh t in a countdow n of grue if he needs any help. Right after he
some murder and with each slaying answers "no,” she walks up to the
another person is pointing fingers at window that her son is looking out
the odd ball next to them. However, of and presses her hand against the
they all have a very unique connec glass while he does the same. Just like
tion, which brings them together in that, a black Lincoln driven by John
.the Bates Motel look alike.
Cusack, who plays Ed, strikes her.
The movie starts out with a psy
There is another flashback to the
chiatrist, brilliantly played by Alfred black Lincoln in which Ed is chaufMolina, anxiously listening to a tape feuring a very cruel, has-been actress,
of one of his patients who will be Caroline, played by Rebecca DeMorexecuted for murder unless Molina nay, whose cell phone just died and
can convince a panel of men that is demanding that Ed find the battery
his patient should be institutionalizd in the front seat while h e ’s trying
in a mental hospital instead of being to keep his eye on the slippery
executed.
roads ahead of him. Then, BAM! He
The movie cuts to a motel man slams right into Alice York leaving
ager, Larry, played by John Hawkes, her motionless and unconscious
taking shots of whiskey while watch on the ground and bleeding in her
ing “Wheel of Fortune” when a black husband's arms. Ed's goal is to help
Lincoln hurriedly pulls up in front the mother to safety.
of fhe motel with a man holding
At this point, the plot is starting to
Lisa P an zariello
'

i

come together and the audience motel because he ran out of gas.
thinks they've witnessed the founda The catch? He’s a convicted felon,
tion of the movie. Well, think again, Robert Maine menacingly played
because there's more, a lot more by Jake Busey, who is being put to
and it’s even creepier than one death the next day in the back seat
could imagine.
and has to let him shack up for the
There is yet, another flashback night. He gets a room and handcuffs
of Paris, played by the brunette Maine to a toilet. Ed finds relief since
bombshell, Amanda Peet, driving Rhodes can help with York's medical
down a dirt road on a beautiful day, situation.
heading towards Florida when she
Of course, as any mystery movie
is frantically searching for the lighter would have it, Maine escapes from
she just stole from an old man she his shackled toilet and flees through
was working for. The term "working the window, since he was left unat
for" is used loosely.
tended. This is when all the murders
As she is looking for the lighter begin.
for her cigarette, she opens her
The most gruesome of the mur
suitcase where her clothes and other ders is a decapitated head, which is
belongings are now used to clothe drying in the motel’s complimentary
road kill. The most poignant article dryer and a man is found d e a d
of Paris' clothing is her leopard print outside the bathroom of his room.
high heel that she drives off leaving There is a brawl leaving two people
behind. That's right, the same exact shot dead and an awful car bomb
shoe, which caused the York’s flat ing leaving another couple dissolved
tire.
in the flames. A certain somebody
A few hours pass and Paris is gets a bat rammed down his throat
drenched from the rain and lack of which looks better than it sounds and
roof on her convertible, which also yes, Alice York does in fact die, but
seems to have run out of gas. She not in the way one would expect.
is running for help when she spots a There are only two survivors in the
car up ahead and begs for it to stop. troop o f 10. The ending was sus
It just so happens to be John Cusack penseful and has an insane twist (no
who is trying to find the hospital for pun intended), which is 100 times
Alice York.
cooler than, “ I see dead people.”
His limo gets stuck in a flood and
Identity is both tense and creepy
they stop a young, just m arried with the same anticipation of “who
couple, Ginny, played by Clea done it?” The acting above all is
Duvall and Lou, played by William the most superb in a while since
Lee Scott. They all drive to the Mangold avoided the use of up and
motel to check on York who is still coming teen actors and decided
unconscious and Duvall seems a upon respected, more experienced
bit creeped out by the whole' situ actors who blended perfectly
ation.
together.
New Jersey native, Ray Liotta,
playing Detective Rhodes, visits the

Summer Tours Are More Bang For Your Buck
Lisa P an zariello

AssistantArtsandEntertainment Editor
h, yes, the summer. Besides
the sweltering hot weather,
ungodly traffic jams down the
shore, and of course, no school for
three months there are the summer
tours. You may have to sell more
lemonade for these shows, but they
should be worth the extra cash.
First and foremost Ozzfest will be
held on August 18-19. This is what
Ozzy did before his hit sitcom on
MTV. The Godfather of heavy metal
isjoined with the Anti-Christ Superstar
himself Marilyn Manson, along with
the devilish quartet from Chicago,
Disturbed, newcomers to Ozzyland,
Korn and softer rockers, Chevelle all
gracing one stage.
But that’s nothing. There is another
stage for those who d o n ’t know
anything about the heaviest day of
the year.
On the second stage, death metalers. Shadow’s Fall, newbies, Nothingface, Killswitch Engage and old
metal classic’s Voivod, (Jason Newsted, formerly of Metallica is now the
bassist in Voivod) and Gothic guru’ s
Cradle Of Filth close the second
stage.

A

No matter how commercialized
The Osbourne’s get, this tour is not
to be missed and worth the $47 a
ticket.
On July 25, heavy metal historians
Iron Maiden are gracing the PNC
Bank Arts Center in N.J. with their
presence and they're bringing two
other metal veterans along for the
mayhem. Dio, who is the father of the
“devil horns" that metal fans sport at
shows and England's Motorhead with
singer Lemmy Kilminster. The tickets
range from $27-47, but Maiden alone
is worth the extra burger flipping. Dio
and M otorhead are a m andatory
must see for any headbanger.
Perry Ferrell's Lollapalooza is
coming around again on July 23 at
the PNC Bank Arts Center. Jane's
A ddiction, Audioslave, Incubus,
Queens of the Stone Age, Jurassic 5,
The Donna's, Cold, and The Distillers
are joining forces for this trippy tour. All
tickets for the tour are $54.25.
Metallica (Remember them? They
had long hair and everybody hated
them, but they were a forced to be
reckoned with and then they cut their
hair and everyone started liking them
and their music took a drastic turn for
the worst? Well, now they’re trying to
grow their hair again, but it's not work
ing, because they all have receding

hairlines?) Well, they're playing a
show on July 27 at Giant’s Stadium
along with rap rockers Linkin Park,
Nookie loving’ Limp Bizkit and old
school rockers, The Deftones.
This is Metallica's first full-length
tour with the absence of former
bassist Jason Newsted (who will be
attending Ozzfest with his new band
Voivod). However, Metallica did pick
up Robert Trujillo, former bassist of
Ozzy Osbourne. Nice switch, eh?
The tickets, costing about $45
may be worth the painful hours of
babysitting, even if it is to say you've
seen Metallica or The Deftones,
Operatic rocker, Meatloaf, with
zany pop icon, Cyndi Lauper will
put on an entertaining show at PNC
Bank Arts Center on August 30. The
tickets run from $45-60, which sounds
bad, but these are two extremely
legendary musical icons that every
fan must witness.
On a slower, more melodic note,
piano goddess Tori Amos is playing
with piano rocker, Ben Fold's on
August 25 at PNC Bank Arts Center.
The tickets range from $25-45, but
Amos’ magical performance is
absolutely priceless.
Sure, the tickets seem pricey for
some and to others they wouldn't
even think twice to pay $120 to see
*
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five bands on the same bill.
Either way, this summer will be
filled with music from heavy to soft,
young to old and trippy to trendy, in
a matter of months.
So start counting those pennies
and putting in a little bit more over
time, because these shows are hope
fully going to be worth the extra
slaving.

Marilyn Manson performs on the
main stage of Ozzfest 2003.
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Very Tiny Zines With Very Large Messages
to do it and in the end deciding
that they know you love them and
not needing the letter. Kannan
does a really good job of making
everything flow so it all sounds like it
goes together, with lines
ormally there would be one like, "I’ m knitting you a
zine review here, but because letter, one stitch
this is my last Zinescene, there a t a time.
will be a few to end the year with. I write my
~7 •
Recently, I went to the New words in
Jersey Zinefest at Rutgers and picked c o l o r e d
up a bunch of zines. The four I chose yarn,
one
'
Mmmm
to review for this final Zinescene are line after the other.”
“Anything But Sent,” “ Flying Without A few pages later, with that same
Wings,” “Swing Set Girl,” and “Circu picture of a mouse with a ball of
lar.” Each of these zines is tiny and yarn behind it, she writes, ‘I leave
colorful, which may be the reason my words in your room and call you
they caught my eye.
the next day to see if I left my scarf
“Anything But Sent” is smaller there.” The zine is 27 pages and
than quarter size
Kannan weaves
and
covered
them to g e th e r
with handmade
beautifully
to
paper that the
form what she
author, Kannan,
may
have
m ade herself.
intended to be a
The paper is
love letter in itself.
w hite w ith bits
The read is short,
of other paper
but it will leave
inside it with the
you feeling sat
title written in
isfied with the
gold marker on
words
you've
the front, along
been
offered.
COURTESY OF SARAH BEE
w ith a green
“ Flying With
The
cutesy
pink
facade of a very
draw ing of a
out
Wings”
mailbox.
The deep and depressing Zine.
comes in various
zine itself, is all
cover colors, but
abouf wanting to write someone you the pink one is the cutest with the
love a letter, trying to write them a girl printed on the front, lounging
letter, but never actually being able and reading a book.

By Melinda Smith
ChiefCopyEditor

N

Who doesn't love pink? You know
you do.
Although this zine may look happy
on the outside, it’s pages hold the
words of a deeply troubled girl, or
so it seems.
Sarah talks a b o u t
abuse from her
step dad,

¿in

l o v i n g

her sister
enough
to tell that
her step dad
abused her, always feeling
like everything is her fault, and
not being able to control her life.
The words are sad, but she
needed to say them, needed them
to write them so maybe they would
leave her at peace.
By the end of the zine, Sarah's life
takes a turn for the better.
She now lives in her own apart
ment with her boyfriend and their
friend.
S+ie has a c a t like she always
wanted and she no longer is so sad.
Maybe she'll never fully get passed
all that she’s endured, but at least
she’s moving forward. Isn't that all
we can do? "Swing Set Girl” and
“ Circular" has a body that is a bit
unusual.
It's stapled as it’s two zines in an
accordian fashion, a zine in front and
a zine in back, covered with purple
construction paper.
A mini picture'of a girl sitting on
the front and a stamp of a typewriter
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on the back.
The first zine, “Swing Set Girl" can
be described in a word to be about
loss. Sarah writes about the loss of her
boyfriend and her friend, she writes
about fearing actually being lost.
The zine, like most zines, is
extremely personal and text heavy,
trying to work through all those emo
tions on paper can be a little taxing
at times, but when finished, it can
also be rewarding, like giving breafh
to someone who thought there was
no air left.
The other zine is called “Circular”
and written by the same Kannan that
wrote "Anything But Sent.” “Circular”
seems to be somehow more personal
than “Anything But Sent" was, if that's
possible.
It ¡sqmore about Kannan herself,
rather than a relationship she holds.
But, because w e’re also about the
relationships we hold, she doesn't
escape talking about that entirely.
She also writes a lette r to Mr.
Rogers, which is, to say the least,
interesting.All of fhese zines are
extremely personal, but most of the
time that’s what zines are.
These people all had something
to say, in fact a lot of the things they
had to say were related, but they all
said it differently.
You choose your words wisely and
hold them as your own.
In the end all you have are the
words you leave.
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1C. PeteRock and C.C. Smooth•
Cfwnay-

373 Broadway Passaic, NJ (973) 365-0807
for band listings and directions, visit our website at:
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www.theLoopLounge.com
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Montclairfest 2003

STEVEN M ILLER/THE MONTCLARION

STEVEN M ILLER/THE MONTCLARION

Fat Joe performed at Montclairfest 2003 on April 28.

Goldfinger drummer roars the
fans.

STEVEN M ILLER/THE MONTCLARION

STEVEN M ILLER/THE MONTCLARION

Finch warmed up the MSU crowd.

Goldfinger opened up for Fat Joe rockin’ the crowd.

( ¡ » h it llle e k in Entertainm ent
\
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Thursday, May 1
Art Fleming 1924
Judy Collins 1939
John Woo 1946
Tim M cG raw 1967

Friday, May 2
Bing Crosby 1901
Ginny Fee 1949
The Rock 1972

Saturday, May 3
Earl Wilson 1907
M ary Carver 1924
James Brown 1934

Sunday, May 4
James Ellison 1910

Hugo Butler 1914
Heloise 1919
Audrey Hepburn 1929

Monday, May 5
Ben Wright 1915
Karl Marx 1918
Pat Caroll 1927

Tuesday, May 6
George Clooney 1961
Tony Blair 1953
Orson Welles 1915

WeJ nesday, May 7
Ralph Truman 1900
Gary Cooper 1901
Anne Dudley 1956
Owen Hart 1965
Traci Lords 1968

Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else soys
“ Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your
friend’s name in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday
kid's full name and year of birth at least a week before the date and let
them know you really care... even though you may be really poor.

Music

herself, Madonna, trashed U.S. values by stating
j ^ M M B B B M ^ - ic a n s are obsessed with the "wrong values”
sucK‘a$ getting tfcfWpnd looking good. “The only thing that's
going to bring you happiness is love and how you treat your fellow
man ana H vina compassion for one another, “ Madonna told
a British mf^jazine.
TV
Twenty-one year old, up and coming actress. Lyric Benson
was pronounced dead on Friday afterr her ex-boyfriend, Robert
Ambrosino, shot her in the face in her (IfeMglpk city apartment
doorway. Ambrosino shot himself se co nd jjj
Movies
Actor/Comedian, Jamie Foxx and his sister were arrested on
Saturday at a New Orleans casino. Foxx and his sister were arrested
for tresspassing, battery on officers, and resisting arrest.
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The Transplants

The M e ta l G ods Tour

Birch Hill N ite C lu b

B.B. King's Blues C lu b

Bozo Porno Circus

M a x w e ll’s

Ex Models

D o n Hill’s

M o v ie R e le a s e s

A lb u m

X -2 : X -M e n U n ite d —d ir: B ryan S in ge r
H u g h J a c k m a n ,H a lle Berry, P a tric k S te w a rt
The Lizzy M c g u ire M o v ie - d ir: Jim Fall
H ilary D uff, Yani G e llm a n ,A d a m L a m b e rg

Tt?

Soulfly

Irving Plaza

Cardia

L ake sid e L o u n g e

Irving Plaza

Am erican Hi-Fi

B e a c o n T h e a tre

The Red Thread

Super Diamond

R o se lan d B a llro om

Daniel O'Donnell

R o se la n d B a llro om

C.B.G.B

The Ataris

C o n v e n tio n Hall

Ministry

Fixer

B.B. King's Blues C lu b

SO Cent
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Irving Plaza

r ^ e lc a s e s

R ock - A n th ra x : W e ’v e C o m e For Y ou A ll
R o ck - S o ilw o rk: Figure N u m b e r Five
R o ck —NOFX: W ar O n Erroism
R ap - The F a m ily Tree: Tree H ouse R o c k
R o ck - B lu r: Think Tank
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YOU’VE WORKED HARD
FOR FOUR YEARS!
You deserve.
a little fun,
.

Play some great games on the Chrysler and Jeep, Web sites.
The Game Zone -

jeep.COm design your own Jeep^ vehicle
(Jeeps Lifestyle tab)

4

Produce your
own music video!

(Just for Fun tab)

a little cash,
i additional

t

Clirysler.com

: 0

0

College Grad Bonus Cash*

above and beyond all existingincentives on new Chrysler orJeeps vehicles.
Plus get an Essential Care Plan at NO EXTRA CHARGE**

and some hot wheels!
Chrysler PT Cruiser

Chrysler Sebring Coupe

jtion. See dealer for details.

D R I V E

5.

L O V E

Jeeg Liberty Renegade

on the purchase çr lease ofeligible 2002,2003 aid 104
.Plan services m is be used

».Musttaketelai!deliveryby7/31/93.

C HI R Y S L E R

Jee| Wrangler Rubicon

ONUTINA
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C h r y s l e r F in a n c ia l

A member of the DaimlerChrysler Services Group
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DITHERED

by Sian Waling

“ D a m n th e H o m e o w n e r s ' A s s o c ia tio n ,
th e p u r p le la c e s s ta y p u t ! "

DITHERED TWfTS by Stan W aling
If your problem invulm
HELLO
looping iiit«^er
«... . »,

i'

q

moping error,
pIi8»p?iSiT.

lhank you for celling
ClNOROM

techmcoi support,,.
If the binary scripting
kernel foils during
the inltiôlizôtioR test,
please pré« T ...

f

i"»» unii».imu** ■«**

I iíyotsepéáoperaiHl

-L
intersitfenflyto®

«pteÉtêdNock
' intóonj^bitw.
‘ IpIeasepressT.

CONGRATULATIONS!!
you're on M ti M ;G ff i than oil oor combined supperf staff, fleas« stay
an the line sothat wemay redirect ail future technical inquiries to your attention.
Thankyou for calling CINOROMtechnical support,

© 2003 Andrew S, Kaplan

W orld o f Good™

PAUL
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By BILLY O'KEEFE
wHATCHA DOIN6?

IT LOOKS LIKE VO URE READING

WWW.MRBILLY.COM

SOMEONE'S CR A N tf/ TODAV. JER*f.

OH My... OH MV 6 —
IT DOCS LOOK LIKE
k t I’M READING/ '¿m

WINDSURFING. WHAT DOBS

IT LOOK LIKE I’M ÙOIN6?

HEADING SOME S O R T OF BOOK/

Cartoons
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àî06'3 A ndrew S. Käpten

i somv •sour w r
F i l IM Y0U% S o u p

TOPP, i HAVE m ’
i l»A H<m TmT// \
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a

www.pQneakesoood.com
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CAPTAIN RIBMAN
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in Tele-Visions

by Sprengelm eyer & Davis

^ IS THIS ABOUT ^
PRESIDENT BUSH OR
BATTLE CONTINUES,
x M v UFADTTUDOQ
HIS APPROVAL RATINGS)
’
k HAVE S O A R E D WELL y ^ A A ^ ftlC A N ^ jO O L S^
CLAY AIKEN ?
OVER ao%...
...AS THE

DITHERED TWYTS

by Stan Waling

Crossword

TheNational Weather Service apologizes for mistaking
Sal the Weather €als ultra-sound for a Dopple Radar
readout. The severe fetus alertlas been canceled.
SAD SILLY DUKE.
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ACROSS
1 Fido’s friend
6 Wine barrel
10 RBI or ERA
14 Designer
Simpson
15 Pair for a cart
16 Caesar’s
partner
17 Abrupt yanks
18 Display model
19 Utterly destroy
20 Ulna site
21 Plastic money
24 Like college
walls
26 Skip and.jump
preceder
27 Pour into a
carafe
29 Better than
average
34 Revise text
35 Lacking
originality
36 “_Maria”
37 NASCAR’s
Yarborough
38 Twisted string
39 Paid players
40 Feel poorly
41 Embossed
emblems
42 Not stated
43 Nonchalant
45 Powered bikes
46 PAU’s successor
47 Fable’s lesson
48 Ocarina
53 Light touch
56 Sentry’s word
57 Mine deposits
58 Nary a soul
60 Cold War
initials
61 Automotive
pioneer
62 Refinement
63 Bridge team
64 Wall St. group
65 Repeatedly
DOWN
1 Indian prince
2 Frankfurt an der
3 Pasta offering
4 Wapiti
5 Make void

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
41

E n cryp ted
G ave th e b o o t to
T ea m ste r’s rig
Lum ber
opening
Knee a b rasion
“ M agical
M y s te ry __ ”
E tc h e r’s need
S o a k s up rays
S o a k fla x
S m all inlet
W e a th erco ck
Low -boost
coffee?
O n line letters
S lig h tly inclined
D o e s n o t a llo w
S h ipping
m ethod
S te e r c le a r of
Takes five
F orm er ugly
duckling
C o o k ’s m easure
D o n ’t
P reach"
Q uarrel

Solutions
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42 City on Lake
Ontario
44 Frost lines?
45 Boh _
47 En __
48 Close
49 Dry streambed

50 Ultimatum ender
51 Paris airport
52 Kennedy and
Koppel
54 Chip in a chip
55 H.S. student
59 Klutz
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And Liberty and Justice For All

MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION

| Students a f MSU may sometimes feel that they need to address their general and especially in emergency.
%
& *3
psoncerns Whether it’s about tu itio ^ ^ p 'p a r lfln g situation, o rl|f||j|
“I’m not gay" why would the affect me? I
conditiohs a t the dorms everyone seems to have an issue. Sometimes Cohabiting straight couple fall under this law, as well. So, far the
we lose sight
faculty, forgetting thdf they are people too, dealing traditional straight couplé, don'tThink you cg^fcrli through the cracks.
with issues as well. '{* f
But. qll straight couples have to dois jump on a plane 1o Las Vegas and
All throughout the world, gay a n d lesbian
tefl an Bvis impersonator that you w ant to get "hitched". As
people suffer under the taw, prohibiting them to
quickly as eloping, the law vyi allow benefits to be passed
live normal lives, Fine print is an issue that they
6 6 LONG GONE ARE THE
to the employee ,’s .fgmily.
must deal with everyday. What would'happen ':
Gay marriages are not accepted in any state except ;
DAYS OF THE NUCLEAR
if you were a gay faculty member? Would the
Vermont. But w e ’re talking about New Jersey and MSU.
same rights be given to you, even though you
Obviously this doesn’t apply to our faculty.
FAMILY, YET M SU HAS
were not o f the “ so-called” norm o f sexual
President Cole points out that a collective decision with
NOT UPDATED... W h a t
orientation?
other university presidents resulted on “individuals within the
At Montclair State, as weli as other universi
context of their own campus circumstances". She later says
HAS NOT CHANGED IS THE
ties, there are no benefits for the gay and lesbian
that the “ state law defines the family..."
faculty, in the case of Dr, Maughn Gregory, he
NECESSITY OF HEALTHOf course the scapegoat goes back to the state. If the
couldn’t obtain insurance for his husband and
university
took ho responsibility, why would the term diversity
CARE. 99
daughter due to state policy. Because Gregory’s
( p e synonymous with school?
daughter was not under his name, his family was
In fact, diversity is.more of the exact opposite. Jn actuality,
left vulnerable.
MSU can do something about it by providing theiunds to
As a result, Gregory., could not provide insurance for his family unfit same sex couples from the salary b jd g e t. Rather than trying to swiftly
months later when his husband eventually found a job If New Jersey has solve the problem, they refuse to adjust stipulations
jflnti discrimination laws, why would this issue even occur?
Unfoitunufely, gay and lesbian couples await state legislation to
■ Tne New Jersey State Health Benefits Program lets those under their change who can receive benefits. Fortunately, benefits for the cmldren
plan share their oenefits wilh their family, but the deflation of both family of gay and lesbians can be passed down, but only if the MSU fat ulfy
S n d marriage are not cut and dry. Long gone are the days of the nuclear member holds guardian status. Gregory didn't tor his daughter. Do we
family, yet MSU has not updated to these changes; most universities really have to wail until something unfortunate happens to the children
haven't. What has nor changed is the necessity of healthcare, both in for people to care? Sadly, yes.

The Voice of Montclair State University
What Are Your Plans For the
Summer?
'Get a job! ’
Damarcus King, fourth year.
P o litica l Science

“To get my tan on!”
Janeth R ivera-H edo r,fo urth
year, English

“I basically plan to do three
things: work, hang out and work.
I need summer money.”
M e rk u r M a d a n g , se co n d
year, Com puter Science

opefully, go on vacation.”
Stephanie Berberabe, second
year, G raphic Design

Do You Think
The Village
W illBe
Completed
OnJHme?

“Working all summer.”
R achel Ivy C artegena, firs t
year, Communications

C a ll 9 7 3 - 6 5 5 - 5 2 4 1 o r email
M ontOpinion@ yahoo.com
to respond.
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Viewpoint________

...And the Torch
Passes
Thank You’s and Words o f Wisdom
From Editor-in-Chief James Topoleski
Two and a half years ago, as a clarion where doing.
favor to my friend Anna, I started
I ca n 't claim credit alone. Many
a column called “Cyberlife." It was people out there helped me along
an u pdate of a little column she the way. They heard my rants when
had written four years before called things weren’t going my way, as well
“Caught in the Net.” I was doing it out as when I was happy everything was
of friendship, and never
going fine. They helped to
intended it to go beyond a
-keep me sane this year,
bi-weekly column. In fact,
even if some of them were
I had never intended to
the cause of my insanity.
step foot into SC 113A
Inbal, I w ouldn’t have
ever, aside from a year
done this if you hadn't
book photo I took with that
run for M anaging Editor.
year’s staff.
I wouldn't have because
■ ■
Two and a half years
you where the one who
and 67 issues later, I leave
convinced me I could do
James
The Montclarion as Editorthis. I enjoyed your honesty
TOPOLESKI and compassion as well as
in-Chief wondering how
Editor In Chief
the hell I went from an Arts
your immense knowledge
and Entertainment colum
of the craft. You were a
nist to Arts and Entertain
wonderful second in com
ment Editor to Editor-in-Chief. It was mand, and I knew that whatever
never my intention. I thought being happened I could trust you to be
an editor at The Montclarion was a on top of things and keep order in
thankless enough job: No pay( unlike the office. Here’s to hoping that in
editors at other schools because the the future you will go beyond your
SGA forbade it) long hours (some dreams, because you definitely have
nights going to 4 a.m.), and not even the ability to do so.
any credits for your transcripts until
Anna, you left us mid-way through
this year. Why would I ever subject our semester, but still I wouldn’t be
myself to this kind of self-imposed where I am now without you. It was
hell?
you who sucked me into this place,
Well, the fa ct is that two things and you who felt I could do a good
made me do it. The most obvious job taking over Arts when you had
one for me was the friendships I to leave last year. Who would have
formed. I met people from all walks thought th a t tw o years a fte r our
of life, different majors, and differ orientation and the creation of “The
ent places, all people I probably Sunrise Orgy," we would have been
would have never met had I just co-workers, or, more importantly, as
gone to class and left campus. This friends. It was a different office when
is especially true since I am a com you left, and you were definitely
muter at MSU and as any commuter missed. Good luck in your musical
can attest to, not much is present aspirations, I know you ccn do it.
for us aside from going to class and
Lillian, I am so glad to have seen
going home.
you step up to the plate and take a
The other not so obvious reason is swing. You have come such a long
that I saw a lot of things at MSU that way from the stressed News Editor I
I did not like. From the administration met last year. Your stories are always
down to the SGA, there are a lot of incredible, and your ability to stay
problems here that students ignore. together under pressure is equally as
Some ignore them because they amazing. I have never gotten a bad
just don't care about them. Others comment from a reader about your
because they feel one voice doesn’t stories this year, and it’s because of
make a difference.
your ability to tell the unbiased truth.
But it can, and one voice can I know you will do a wonderful job as
become many in an instant. If there Managing Editor. You deserve it; you
is one thing I learned at The Mont have set a new standard for News
clarion it is the power of the truth. that is going to be hard to reach.
And when many people know the
Mike, you have a big job ahead
truth and don’t like what they see, of you. Don’t back down from your
they change it anyway they can.
convictions, and d o n 't fold under
For all the 6 a.m. mornings, offi pressure. You have one of the most
cials scream ing a t me because important jobs in the world, telling the
they don’t like how the paper por truth when others might not want
trays them, battles with my girlfriend to hear it. I know you can do it,
because I had to be at the paper you're an amazing photographer,
for an emergency, and any other but more im po rta n tly yo u 're an
problem you could have thrown my amazing person. I will be honest in
way because I experienced them saying I did not expect you to be as
all, I wouldn’t trade my experience dedicated as you are, but likewise
here for anything. We made a dif I am sure last year’s staff would say
ference this year, evident in the fact the same thing about me. You’re
my mailbox has gone over its limit an incredibly smart and intelligent
seven times this year be cause of person, and I can see you have the
emails of praise from students and passion in your eyes. You need to
faculty about what we at The MontSee'TORCH" on p.22
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Leaving Our
Footsteps Behind
A Goodbye From Managing Editor
Inbal Kahanov
The experience would not be so
great if it did not have an end. I
uttered this to someone a few weeks
back in an attempt to make myself
feel as if it was fine to leave behind
three sleepless years with The Mont
clarion a jumble of memo
ries and a second family.
If there was no knowl
edge that one day soon
we would be setting our
footprints far beyond the
boundaries of MSU, I
thought,
perhaps we
would not seek to imprint
our footsteps so deeply on
its campus today.
What The Montclarion
has taught over these past
three years is that we do
not create this experience
alone. Without people to ground
us when stress gets us nutty, without
someone else to understand our
mode of thought, the experience
would not be worth having. The thrill
of acting as the w atchdog of the
University will stay with me a while,
I am sure. Yet, it is those defining
people, those who have also chosen
to imprint their footsteps alongside
mine, who will remain with me
longer.
When I entered The Montclarion.
a few years ago, little did I know
that this would become my home
over the next few years and that the
people in it would be my second
family.
To Liz Hutchinson: my inaugura
tion into “ The Montclarion," thank
you for having faith in me and teach

ing me and providing me with the
opportunity to make my own way.
To Managing Editors before me,
Carolyn Velchik and Mike Sanchez,
both of whom I’ve tried to emulate,
thanks for forming fine footsteps to
follow. Carolyn, your con
stant smile and your con
versations late Wednes
day nights made me feel
at home. And, Mike, your
drive for perfection inter
mingled with your silly
sense of humor, still makes
me smile. Soon, we will
have our long conversa
tion a b o u t cookies, I’ m
sure. Thank you for making
the newspaper what it was
last year. W ithout you,
I’m not sure it would have
been there.
To Justin Vellucci, our 2000-2001
Editor-in-Chief, whose passion and
d e d ica tio n I’m still trying to fully
grasp and will never be able to
emulate, you brought a force to
the newspaper th a t I am forever
attempting to capture. And now,
beyond the walls of the student
newspaper, I love you aiways.
Through my year as News Editor, I
saw other wonderful student leaders
make their way through the news
paper, adding their energies to the
voice of the student body: Jerome
D’Angelo, Lorenda Knisel, Christina
Spatz, Krista Strobel, Lizbeth Victorero. Thank you.
As my first year ended with
See"MEMORIES" on p. 22
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^ (T h ^ iy a w n 'In iq : What N o v n H |
America Prgyes it Is Not To ^ i^ ^ s W te e d d m Forgaq Is Still
H M f |£ |f r 6 d With ■ i£-.'
Not a Certainty*
The regjime of Saddam Hus couse an American should admin
sein is'gone. There were no disas ister Iraq until a government is
trous chem ical attacks against formed!
our troops, as pundits predicted.
. Should the UN adm inister Iraq
There were no attacks on Israel while a government is formed? Abso
that the same pundits said would lutely under no circumstances. The
surely happen. For the sake of UN opposed the war from the begin
American security, the president ning, now they want to be the ones in
com m itted our troops
charge. Where was the UN
to eliminate Saddam’s
support when the Ameri
regime, rem ove his
can-led coalition commit
threatening weapons,
ted armies of their young
and liberate the long
men and women to liber
oppressed Iraqi civil
ate Iraq? The UN cowered
ians.
and hid in their offices in
Bush demonstrated
New York City.
; to the world what being
After having an
a leader means; he
interim authority to main
Michael C.
led. He w ent against
tain law and order in Iraq
the demands of a very
- som ething the United
McPHEE
vocal minority of interStates wilt do not because
nafional powers and
it wants to, but because it is
did what he knew was
their d u ty - an Iraqi govern
in the best interest of
ment can be formed,
. th e Am erican people. He did
this government be a funda
w hat Bill. Clinton refused to do mentalist Islamic theocracy? No.
during his administration- he took Pundits will say, “Well, then you don’t
on a difficult task and dealt with really w ant a dem ocracy in Iraq,
a vocal minority all the while.
because if you did you would allow
Many people have won the Iraqis to have whatever form of
dered why the French were so government they want.”
adam ant about diplomacy. The
The Iranians have gone down a
anti-war side w ould say it was similar road. When they overthrew
because they, didn’t want a the Shah, they formed a fundamen
pointless p ro tra c te d w ar th a t talist Islamic theocracy. They regret
would cost a tremendous amount if; the Iranians have no freedom.
of lives.
They replaced a secular dictator
Reality, however, tells us a dif with a dictator claiming to be acting
ferent reason. The “ Oil for Food” with the consent o f Allah, for the
program, which was initiated by betterment of the Iranians. The same
the UN to help the poor Iraqi civil thing would happen in Iraq.
ians receive food and essential
If a Shiite cleric becam e dicta
medicine, was directed solely by tor, he would a ct Just as brutally to
the UN Secretary General, Kofi maintain order.
Annan, and amazingly, audited
Should the US turn over control
by the French!
of Iraq to a fundamentalist Islamic
To date, they have refused to theocracy? I hope not. To do so
“ open the books" and show the would be the breeding ground for
world where all the money the next generation of terrorism. A
w ent.
We
dem ocratic gov
have, however,
ernment set up to
¿ 6 [BUSH] DID WHAT
been given a
restrict the involve
glimpse
into '
m ent of the cler
B il l C l in t o n r e f u s e d
how
the
ics in government
TO DO DURING HIS
money for food
must be estab
and medicine
lished.
ADMINISTRATION - HE
w ent directly
There must be
into
funding
a separation of
TOOK ON A DIFFICULT
Sa d d a m ’ s
‘mosque
and
TASK AND DEALT WITH A
regim e while
s ta te ,’ similar to
his people suf
our separation of
VOCAL M IN O R ITY... 9 9
fered - and
‘church
and
it all w e n t on
state.’ Our version
with the direct
has kept the bal
knowledge of Kofi Annan and ance between some very religious
the French.
political leaders and the business of
Now the reconstruction can government.
begin. The Iraqis will be able to
As for the debate on reconstruc
elect a leader who will be a force tion contracts in Iraq, who is paying
for good, a leader who will use for the reconstruction right now? The
the money from their precious American taxpayers are! Does it not
resources for the good of the Iraqi make sense to have American dol
people, not to live lavishly while lars benefit American corporations?
the citizenry die from hunger and Obviously!
disease,.
When the UN allows the revenue
Who will administer Iraq while from oil exports to be used towards
a government of the people, for the cost of reconstruction, then the
the people, and by the people US will be willing to permit bidding
Is formed? An American admin from international corporations.
istrator, of course!
It was also said that the war in
Why shouldn’t there be? The Iraq would further enrage the Israeli
American-led international coali Palestinian conflict. Has it? I haven’t
tion went into Iraq at its own peril seen anything in the news that says
to remove the threat posed by
Saddam and to liberate Iraq. Of
S ee " A M E R I C A " on p. ! 9

Now th a t the major fighting in I w n the dark chasms offyranny
Iraq is over, now that initial euphoria a n d guide them to the shining
is turning into a realization of reality, lights o f democracy. Right?
now that the focus is shifting to the
Next. The point o f this war was
future of Iraq as opposed to the now, never to iberate the Iraqi people.
i f s time for unfettered .truth.
Am I wrong? Okay, I guess next
Firstly - Saddam is now g o n e . w e’re attacking North Korea, Iran,
His vicious and brutal regime has Saudi Arabia (m aybe ending
forever been relegated to
our support for their
the history books. This is x~- ........-x ■■oppressive regim e is
great news for the Iraqis
the first step), Kuwait
who have been oppressed
(ditto), half of Africa,
an d abused by Hussein
Oman, Bahrain and
and his henchmen for
Cuba. Mmhmm. Now,
decades. Kudos to the
back to reality; 'this
Americans and British for
war was to destroy
ending his rule. It is truly a
any weapons of mass
wonderful thing, and Iraq
destruction present in
is now free. Well...maybe
Iraq and secure (or
Babar
free-er.
seize,
d e pending on
RAFIQUE
Let me explain. Assum
how skeptical you are)
ing the Americans hold to
the vast oil potential
their promise to pull out
of the country. The lib
o f Iraq c o m p le te ly (the
eration of the longrecent rumblings of establishing 3 U.S. oppressed Iraqis was just politimilitary bases in Iraq doesn't bode ca lly-a d va n la g e o u s icing for
well in this area), the U.S. may very Bush. Am I being too skeptical?
well try to ensure that any new Iraqi Didn't Americans stand around
administration will always be obedi after the first Gulf War and
ent to the Americans, Puppet Gov w atch thousands of Shiites get
ernment. Heard the term? You should slaughtered as they tried to over
have - the U.S. has time and time throw Saddam’s regime? Surely
again overthrown or aided in the Saddam, was a b a d guy back
overthrowing of an easting govern- then too....right? Right?
•ment in countries oil around the world
Unfettered truth.
to install a puppet government that
On to Syria. So Syria is support
will bend to their every whim. They ing fleeing Iraqi regime members,
even did this in my home country of other terrorists, and developing
Pakistan - needless to say, they were chemical weapons, eh? The solu
overthrown. But they tried.
tion is right in front of us: le t’s
And Pakistan doesn’t even have bom b them! Let’s hope these
oil. As I said in the beginning, though, weapons, regime members, and
it's time for unfettered truth. And terrorists don’t run along to, say,
here it is: Anybody who believes the Iran, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
conflict in Iraq had absolutely noth Yemen, or Oman then. Or w e ll
ing to do with oil is naiVe of history have to bom b them too. And,
andgeopolitics. I’m not going to say uhm, liberate their people, of
that this war is about oil, because course. Yep.
I don’t believe it is. However, if
All hail Bush! He has solved
Iraq didn’t have
one of the big
the world’s second
gest problems
6 6 ...T H E U .S . MAY VERY
largest oil reserves,
fa cin g Amer
Bush and his boys
ica nowadays! I
WELL TRY TO ENSURE
wouldn't
have
Who
knew
been foam ing a t
b o m b ing ■
t h a t a n y Ir a q i a d m in the mouth as much
Muslim coun
ISTRATION WILL ALWAYS
as they were for
try after Muslim
the opportunity to
country would
BE O B EO IEN T,.*PU FFET
drop bombs in
stop
Islamic
G o vernm ent. H eard
Baghdad.
fundam ental
Don’t believe
ist
terrorism!
THE TER M ? 9 9
me? "(Expletive
Reality:
by
deleted] Saddam,
e lim in a t in g
We’re taking him
some terrorists
out." Spoke our eloquent President through war (and causing sig
on March 2002. Yep, over a year nificant loss of civilian life and
ago, before the inspections, before property in the process), one only
the “war is the last resort” rhetoric creates even more terrorists, all
be cam e a regular catchphrase, of them even more resolute to
and before we caught Bin Laden, carry out their cause. Lesson
the guy who b le w up the Trade one of Terrorism 101. Justification
Towers. Wait. ...you mean........we still is im perative. Give terrorists a
haven't caught him?
reason, and you 're making things
Unfettered truth.
that much more difficult for your
Let's hope the Iraqis have a true self. As the foreign minister of
democracy. That is, let's hope they Egypt said, “ If there was one
decide whom their leaders will be, Bin Laden be fo re the w ar on
period. Let's hope we don't have the Iraq, now there are a thousand".
Americans hand-picking who’ll run Attack more countries, and you
for office, quashing the opposition, cre a te even more. Especially
and helping to put him in power, thus when any legitimate reasons for
ensuring obedience and a constant attacking them are a lot harder
supply o f that oh-so-sweet oil -since, r to explicate then those of attackyou know, that’s not a democracy.
And our intention was to liberate Iraq
See“ F R E E D O M ” on p. 19
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All Talk and
No Action
Does MSU Have True Diversity?
We enrolled a t MSU because w hat our colleges and universities
we were Interested In learning and should Instill In us Is the understanding
experiencing new things. In our quest that opinions are worthless If they are
for knowledge, we left home, family, not rooted In fact and reason.
and friends. Leaving home gives
History, philosophy, and even the
us a chance fo free ourselves from social sciences, have also degener
familiar environments, and a chance ated Into small Impenetrable bub
to embrace that which Is new and bles. Marxists, feminists, conserva
challenging.
tives and liberals all propose nonThe university exists to encourage falsiflable theories to advance their
an environment where orthodoxies p e t id e a —and their careers. No
meet challenges, where we accept observation could disprove their
no higher authority than
theories.
the honesty o f our own
How do you prove
minds.
to a feminist that a sky
All of this portends
scraper Isn’t built as a
excitement. But let’s not
phallic symbol? You can
get earned away. Many of
o ffe r argum ents a b o u t
you will spend four years
the cost of real estate
at MSU without changing
and advances In building
your minds about a single,
technology, but since it
substantive Issue. The Insti
is Impossible to get com
tution that should encour
plete knowledge of the
Michael A.
age intellectual challenge
architect's subconscious
— our Institution -- has
VALENZANO motivations, there Is no
becom e little more than
way to prove that the
an Intellectual safety net.
building wasn’t built as a
Instead of leading us In
phallic symbol.
a stimulating journey to
If a Marxist begins with
explore the unknown, the university the principle th a t the rich d o n 't
encourages a retreat into ourselves. reveal their true motivations, but are
Racial and ethnic minorities are instead always merely advancing
placed In communities and classes the Interest of the rich, no amount
with people like themselves. Depart of evidence can disprove this claim
ments and programs such as African- since It Is physically Impossible for
American Studies; Ethnicity, Race me to know the capitalist's true
and Religion, and Latin American motivations.
Studies offer classes filled with
Ideas such as Marxism and radi
African-American, Asian, Hispanic, cal feminism cannot be analyzed
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim stu and, sadly, have to be accepted as
dents who come to the table to talk “true". How convenient.
and think about their own experi
MSU boasts the diversity of Its
ences to the exclusion of learning student body in shiny brochures and
something new.
nifty posters around the student
Criticizing such academic activi center. But the word diversity has now
ties, however, has somehow become come to mean only that we spend
equal to criticizing the specific ethnic our time in the study of ourselves and
and racial Identities of the students hide In our own bubbles.
and professors. It Is not Intended
We forget that the capitalist, the
to be.
working person, the housewife, the
Many students spend four years in black, the Italian, the Muslim and the
college but learn
Jew all share In a
only to construct
common human-.
a bubble around
¿ 6 INSTEAD OF LEADING
Ity. We might
themselves. If a
profitably spend
US IN A STIMULATING
man casts doubt
less time exploring
on a wom an’s
what it means to
JOURNEY TO EXPLORE
claim of oppres
be female, black,
THE UNKNOWN, THE UNI
sion or a white
or poor, and more
person casts doubt
time
exploring
VERSITY ENCOURAGES A
on similar claims by
what It means to
RETREAT INTO
an African-Ameri
be human.
can, the response
So while It Is
OURSELVES. 5>9
Is often, "You don’t
great that the
know what It’s like
students of MSU
to be a woman,”
find comfort with
or "You don't know what It’s like to people much like themselves, If we
be young and black In America.” ever w ant to learn anything, we
These responses limit communi must all experience new Ideas and
cation to such an extent that we challenges. Only then will we all
c a n n o t m ake any claims a b o u t appreciate diversity
things we have not personally expe
rienced. And since two people never
share the same exact experience,
sharing knowledge becomes dif
ficult, If not Impossible.
It Is as If two friends had an
argument about whether hockey
or lacrosse was the b e tte r sport
and none of them could make any
claims because they did not share
the same experience of playing
these sports. The best that we can
expect are opinions.
And, while It Is certainly the right M ic h a e l A . V alenzano, a history
of every American to express his or major, is in his firs ty ea ra s a colum
her opinion about any subject freely.. nist for T h e M o n tclario n .
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America
mContinuedftom,ix
so CNN hasn't been reporting
on any escalation of tensions in
Israel, neither has MSNBC or FOX
N ew .
the left’s precNc-l
tions that nevei cam e to trjit'on
If the world was to let i*s actions
b e g u id e d by the possibility of
noth
ing would get done. Jus1 about
anything sets off the Palestiniannothing short of the
Israel will stop the

[/[[[freedom ■
.

Continued from p. 18

[trig Iraq. This course of action will
never end the problem . We wW
under the threat of terrorism
lo n g fe r . .

in -ISirdef. They have been
for tongj to end their terrorism prdblerrt thrtbugh violence. And it's not

the threat of terrorism although
their war m achines are infinitely
superior to those of the Paledinm fe/'B ecause of the threat,
a re forfced to undertake extreme
ih© tefrlitsts should be learning $@(^ty^rnSqsiires,jncludiri3 con
a 'esson from all this, just as Iran. stant security checks beforeenterSyria and every otf er terrorist- ing restaurants/mails, buses dhd
sporiionng state in Ihe legion has: so forth? if Bush continues down
the United States means business. this path, it w on't be long before
The days of passive reaction are a terrorist scraps on a oomb and
over, I
some baH-bearings dipped in rat
No longer will the US arm ed poison an d blows himself up ip
forces drop ^ flroiion dollar bombs Times Square. And after that, ft
on.five dollar tents." There will be won’t be long until we are forced
“feet'on file ground/’ to remove to use extreme security measures
the threat,. Clinton m ay have similar tb those of Israel, and that’s
brushed aside terrorists, but as an Am erica l never want to see.
any observer ca n te ll President In both the cases o f Israel and
[Bush will not stop while terrorism j A m e rica , w orking to e ase the ]
thrives,
grievances of the other side is the i
A lot has happened in a year, only w ay fo solve the problem
another one of the great threats with any sense of perm anence.
th a t fa c e d A m e rica has been Nobody will hate Am erica if they
thwarted, and hopefully the Presi have1 no reason to.
dent will continue on the path that
Well, I'm done. So is the year.
he has before him: he will continue Hopefully when we m eet again
to lead the world to remove threats next semester, w e'll have more
to the international com m unity pleasant things to discuss. Unfor
tunately, if Bush keeps going down
and to defend freedom abroad.
Ihi? puth my hope for that Is dim
I le a v e you with a quote from
Blit Clinton: “in lim es o f crisis,
p e o p le prefer som eone w ho's
strong but wrong rather then weak
but right.”

Michael C. McPnee a political sci
ence major, is in his first yeai as a
cotumnistfbr The M ontclarion
...............................

so, HOWare human rights
CUBATHESEDAYS?
in
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For Those Who Danced Down My Sidewalk:
Gratitude From a Graduate
I’ve always hated the ends of Everyone and everything seemed
things. Whether that be the end of to challenge my existence, and I
a movie, the end of a relationship, pushed through that forced regres
or even the end of a peanut butter sion, desiring whatever it was that
and jelly sandw ich, it has never laid ahead of me. I was constantly
been easy for me to let go. Maybe standing in the face of uncertainty,
I don’t know how to say goodbye. but I wanted it more than anything.
Maybe I'm afraid of what
And after all of that want
will happen next, or scared
ing, twenty-two years of
to admit to myself how I’ve
growing is suddenly not
changed. Or perhaps I
enough to convince me
simply work myself up over
that I am big enough to
the dreadful presumption
graduate and work and
that I will have to start
live outside of these child
something over once I’ve
hood fantasies.
reached the end of some
Where I find myself is
thing else.
the place Shel Silverstein
As I reach the end of
Michele
once illustrated on the front
my four years at MSU, I fear
cover of th a t renowned
PHIPANY
the dawn of the so-called
book of poetry "Where the
Columnist
real world that awaits me V
Sidewalk
Ends.” Treading
J
after commencement. It
softly tow ard the edge,
was here th a t I found a
I cautiously peer oyer to
com fort I c o u ld n 't find anywhere scan the real world that I’ve suppos
else. It was here that I was intellectu edly been prepared for. But I may
ally challenged by teachers that as well be blind, for l am still too
cared about my education. It was far-flung to make out anything that
here that I became part of a family of lies ahead, if, perchance, there is
friends and started making discover anything below at all. Metaphori
ies about who I was as a person. The cally speaking, maybe we all need
end always seemed so distant - the to confront the ends of our own
real world was like something out of sidewalks at some point in our lives,
a fantasy bpok, a place everyone but the view is enough to keep
talked a b o u t and p re te nd e d to anyone from free falling down into
prepare for, but no one ever really reality.
went to.
But I’m not here to turn back, not
But I’ve always wanted to go. I’ve after coming this far. I’ve worked too
always been the one who was busy damn hard for w hat I’ve wanted.
growing up too fast when everyone And now I’m here preparing to take
else stopped along the way to have the plunge right smack in the center
a Fisher Price tea party with Barbie, of this so-called real world, because
G.l. Joe, and the Care Bears. I was there is nothing as real as the fear
ready to be w ha teve r it took to o f jum ping off o f the proverbial
get to wherever it was I was going. sidewalk, and not knowing whether
Life for me was well beyond my or not my feet will ever find common
overbearing imagination, and I was ground again.
too determined and persistent and
Suddenly I am falling. Did I plunge
naive to accept how very small I was w ithout thinking? Flas someone
in very big world.
pushed me over? Did I lose my foot
And so I grew up. Fantasies ing? I look down at my feet dangling
b e c a m e disillusioned by reality. in the air, somewhere between reality
Education became playtime, read and fantasy, struggling to function
ing and writing my new best friends. in the only way they’ve ever known

how - to hold me upright in a world bodys" that deserve to be recog
that is constantly trying to bring me nized for believing in me.
down, or toss me off my path. The
For all the "somebodys” who took
real world still seems so far away, but the time to be a mom or a dad, a
is slowly coming into view. I look up brother or a sister, an aunt or an
at the sidewalk in desperation, only uncle, a cousin or a grandparent,
to recognize the silhouettes of those a friend or a stranger, a teacher or
who have touched my life crowded a mentor; please know that I hold
at the edge, carefully observing my each and every one of you in high
decent. Memories begin to fill my regards. To name you individually
mind, and with these thoughts, my would take a lifetime, and knowing
body relaxes, the struggle subsides, my blathering way with words, my
and I can finally begin to understand appreciation could not end with the
how far I have come to find this new mere mention of a name or title, but
beginning.
will remain enmeshed in the pages
Reflections of yesteryears some and pages of memories I keep stored
how stabilize the fall. Yet I c a n ’t away in my mind until I can one day
find the right words in the English find the right symbols to represent
language to express the gratitude them in words.
Until that time,
I feel toward the people who have I thank you for your guidance,
helped me come
your integrity, and
so far. It seems as
everything th a t
though everyday
6 6 ... THE REAL WORLD
you have ever
som ebody helps
offered, and I
WAS LIKE SOMETHING
us grow as a
have graciously
person, no matter
accepted.
OUT OF A FANTASY BOOK,
if they are a
Suddenly the
A PLACE EVERYONE
stranger, teacher,
real world doesn’t
friend, or family
seem so far away
TALKED ABOUT, BUT NO
member. Every
anymore. I focus
ONE EVER REALLY WENT
day we get to
my eyes and
be that somebody
begin to make out
TO. $>S>
to someone else.
familiar faces and
A c k n o w le d g in g
places. The life I
that is the. hard
thought I was leav
part because we are all afraid of ing behind spans the landscape
the end. Because of this fear, we below. A warm and fuzzy feeling
are always looking for that someone comes over me - this isn’t the end,
who will dance with us to the ends of I think to myself. And as I continue
our own sidewalks and let us know my descent into that once feared
that our feet will indeed find ground place we deem reality, I look back
again.
up at that sidewalk and smile. If the
I am falling gracefully now, writing world is only as real as we make it,
reflections in my mind. And I write than one sidewalk ends and another
because there are so many people begins only after we have acknowl
who have strolled alongside me e d g e d those “ som ebodys” who
as I ventured down the sidewalk have helped us lay down the foun
less traveled. I write because they dation. This plunge is for them.
stopped to plant flowers or water the
grass with me. I write because they
cared enough to tie my shoelaces M ichele Phipany, an English major,
before I tripped over them. I write is in her fourth y ea r as a columnist
because there are so many "some- fo r T h e M o n tclario n .
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In Rememberance of Brandon
Brandon S. Tobler d id n ’t w ant a te d Press had published in their that I am only one year older than want to overindulge. We take time
fam e or fortune in his life; he just "Remembering the Fallen" section, Brandon, and then wonder what if I for granted because we want to get
w a n te d to do w h a t he could to which listed all the American casual was in his shoes.
through it. But if we knew when our
make the w orld a b e tte r p la ce . ties of the second Gulf War.
Am I getting to live the life that dying day was, we would then have
The Portland, Oregon resident was
For some reason, Brandon stuck Brandon never will be able to?
some perspective, and probably not
an only child that worked
out to me. I think it had
I then begin to wonder about my do these things.
at an electronics store to
to do with the photo of life. Have I made
The problem is
earn money for college,
him wearing a camouflage the most out of my
that we don’t
until he d e cid e d to join
6 6 WE LIVE OUR LIVES
hat, standing in front of every moment?
know, and our
the Army Reserves.
an Am erican flag ba ck
Have I ■taken
number could be
PREPARING AND SAVING
Brandon was an Army
ground, wearing a facial advantage
of
called at any time,
Reserve Specialist whose
expression that was a mix every opportunity
FOR THE FUTURE, WHEN
like Brandon’swas,
unit was activated in the
between seriousness and that came by
and only then, at
WE MIGHT NOT EVEN
most recent Iraqi libera
gloom.
me?
that
moment
tion that toppled Saddam
It seems as if Bran
Have I tried to
would we have
KNOW IF WE WILL BE
Flussein and his regime.
Christopher don had just found out make the best out
realized that it was
ABLE TO SEE IT. 5»5>
“ I feel that' if I can
about
his
ultimate
fate
right
of
every
bad
situ
too late for us,. We
SADOWSKI
make a difference out
before this picture was. ation?
w ould no longer
here, I've done my part,”
taken.
Have I lived my
have the opportu
Brandon wrote in his last
Perhaps the most cap life to the fullest?
nity to go out there
e-mail message home.
tiv a tin g thing a b ou t this
Unfortunately
and live our lives to
Brandon was killed oh March picture is Brandon’s gazing directly my answer is unanimously no. I the fullest because our lives would be
22, when his convoy got into an into the camera.
assume that if you ask yourself these over with, We wouldn’t be granted
accident during a brutal sandstorm.
This gaze sends chills down my questions too, you will come up with any kind of extended deadline or
Fie was only 19 years bid.
back because I see fear in it, but I the same answers that I did.
second chance.
“ Fie would have m ade a kind also see innocence.
But why is this?
Until then, whenever that time is,
husband, and a loving father," said
Brandon was innocent because
We live our lives preparing and we still have the freedom to live our
his uncle, Scott Tom. "Fie was a real he had. only seen 19 years of his Saving for the future, when we might lives to the fullest, and gain the most
cool kid.”
life before it was prematurely taken not even know if we will be able satisfaction from them. So whenever
Brandon was one of the 117 away from him.
to see it. We practice self-restraint
deceased soldiers that the Associ
I then look at myself, and realize and temperance because we don’t
See"BRANDON" on p. 21
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Hodgepodge,
Shmodgepodge
Friends Made My Time Here an
Unforgettable Experience
I have to say that I never actually roommates. I later found out that,
wanted to come to MSU, but due to Bridget (my new roommate) also
things out of my hands this is where lived near me'in South Jersey. We
I ended up and I'm glad. If I never planned to hang out over the
enrolled at MSU, the last
summer at home, but we
three and half years of my
were both working and in
life would be completely
July, I left for China.
different. I would be dif
We did eventually get
ferent.
to g e th e r right before
When I started as a
school started. It seemed
freshman, it was the spring
like we had a lot in
semester and I knew not a
common and would be
soul, but I quickly became
great friends. Bridget and
friends with my roommate.
I were friends that fall
semester, but because we
We stayed up late and
Melinda
talked in the dark, every
d idn't know each other
SMITH
night was a sleepover
before, I suppose, it took
apparently. We stayed
us awhile to get fully com
Chief Copy Editor
roommates that next year
fortable with each other.
as well and although weBridget applied to go
d o n 't ta|k to o m uch anym ore, I abroad in the Spring and I decided
couldn’t have asked for a better first that there was no way I was looking
college roommate. My second year for another college roommate, it
in school, I was determined to make was mid year and everyone already
friends, so I randomly approached had their roommates, so I planned
people on my floor which forced to move off campus.
them to talk to me. It worked. Soon
One night, at the end of the
I was friends with most of the people semester, Bridget and I were sitting
on my floor.
on the floor digging through all our
One of my friends in particular, crap and trying to pack, when
Courtney, helped me through one she told me that she wanted us to
of the hardest periods in my life, stay friends even after we d id n 't
the boyfriend break-up. Thanks live together anymore. I probably
Courtney, for driving me to Rutgers laughed (cause I do that a lot) and
at 2 a.m. on Halloween and letting told her that if she wanted to stay
me sleep in your bed whenever I friends we would.
was sad. It meant
So, she went
more to me than
to France and
I moved in with
you’ll
probably
66 AS I REACH THE END
ever know. Unfor
three p e o p le I
OF MY FOUR YEARS AT
tunately, by the
didn’t know off
end of my soph
campus.
I talked
M S U , I FEAR THE DAWN
omore year, all
to her through
OF THE SO-CALLED REAL
those friendships I
email a few times
had made kind of
and I think I got
WORLD THAT AWAITS ME
came to a halt. I
one letter from her,
suppose it is all for
but we weren't
AFTER COMMENCEMENT.
the best, because
exactly keeping
99
if things h a d n 't
in touch too well.
happened
the
(I forgot to men
way they did, I
tion that some
would never have went to go stand time within the semester, Bridget
in the line to pick a new room and started calling me her “ best friend
run into my friend Justin. Who I then from college” as a joke, because
started talking to about how I had another friend of ours called some
no roommates for next year.
one else that.)
The girl standing in front of us
Anyway, onto this year, Bridget
would never have turned around came back and since w e’ve been
and told me that she also had no “ best friends from college” for real, or
roommate and asked me if I wanted as she’s now updated, “ best friend
to room with her. I asked her what like fam ily from college forever.”
kind of music she listened to and (Don’t yell at me if I got that mixed
she said, “A hodgepodge of things.” up, it's taken on a life of its own.)
I asked her if she knew who Ani
This year I also started working at
DiFranco was and she told me that The Montclarion. The Montclarion
Ani was one of her favorites. That is a family all in itself. I have made
was it, she used a word like "hodge some great friendships here and I
podge" and she loved Ani, that was
enough information for me, we were
See"SURPRISE" on p.22
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Death to
Computer Spam
Why Must Our Inboxes Be
Filled with Junk?
Me, th re ^ years ago: Why on I _get all these e-mails about how to
Earth do I need e-mail?
get a bigger penis,” says Lonnie (a
Me, three months ago: Oh, goody guy). “Why me? It is clearly going to
got some e-mail!
ruin e-mail if it is not dealt with. I'm
Me, three minutes ago: Ugh. More going back to carrier pigeons.”
e-mail.
Pigeons might not be the answer,
Delete, delete, delete.
but he's right: e-mail cannot go on
If you live a wired life a t work this way. Just as Americans eventu
or home, chances are you have ally learned to slam the door on
experienced a similar e-mail evolu Fuller Brush salesmen, toss out junk
tion. What was once a gimmick for mail and mute commercials, they
geeks quickly becam e an incred* will parry this assault as well. It’s just a
ible convenience and then, just as question of how.
quickly, a new source of irritation.
It could be that legislation will be
The reason?
passed to outlaw spam. Or technol
Too many ads. If this keeps up, ogy may come along that effectively
e-mail may soon go the way of the filters it out. But then again; it could
ringing phone at dinnertime: snarled be we who changé.
at and unanswered.
Already, legislation has been
The problem is that unscrupulous enacted in California that requires all
marketers are flooding the world’s advertisers to announce themselves
inboxes with offers of everything by putting “ ADV” in the subject
stupid, suspicious or sick. When I log heading. But since many spammers
on, my inbox looks like the National operate offshore or can't-be traced,
Enquirer's classifieds. Do I w ant a it's unclear how effective this law or
new diet? Boyfriend? Bust? Click any law will be.
here!
Meanwhile, techies are hard at
Collectively, the stuff is called work devising ever newer filters to
spam. And because sending a mil scan e-mail before it gets to the
lion spams is even cheaper than inbox. But so far, these don’t work
taking out one measly classified in perfectly. Some legitimate e-mails
fact, it’s practically free the practice get spiked while some sleazy ones
is exploding exponentially.
get through. “ I check my junk folder
Already, spam accounts for three times a day to make sure no
about 50 percent of all e-mail, up good ones have gone in there,”
from just eight percent in 2001. says April Mason, a twentysomething
Back in December, America Online businesswoman in Manhattan. And
boasted that it had blocked half sometimes they have. So the filters
a billion spams from its members in have a way to go.
one day.
That leaves it to us to change
Now, it routinely blocks a billion. and we just might. Some folks
And still, an annoying number already have started using two
get through. On Tuesday, AOL e-mail addresses: One for their inner
announced yet another lawsuit circle, the other for all their online
against spammers its 100th proof of searches and purchases. That way,
the difficulty of spam slamming.
they can ignore any messages sent
“ I'm going crazy wondering why
See"CO M PUTER" on p.22

Brandon
Continued from p. 20
you feel like your life isn’t going good,
when you are miserable, or when
you take a day for granted, think of
Brandon, and how he never got the
chance that you did - to live the rest
of his life. For now, “seize the day”
because you never know when you

w on’t be able to anymore, and if
for nothing else, do it for Brandon’s
sake.
C h ris to p h e r S a d o w s k i, a c o m 
munications major, is in his first year
as a columnist fo r T h e M o n tclario n .
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Memories

Surprise

Continued from p. 17

Continued from p. 21

The Montclarion, my second year the time? You have brought the
emerged much different than the Opinion section to new heights this
first. The walls of the Student Center year.
Annex this year cemented my friend
I know there are great things in all
ships even stronger.
of your futures.
Professor Ruth Bayard Smith, I wish
And as this year and its footsteps
you were here to read this now and are left behind, I cannot think of
give a guiding word or two. I miss any greater staff to take on the role
you greatly, but you are still advising of leading the MSU's student press
my way.
next year.
Another Editor-in-Chief, Jim Davi
Mike Cafaro will take on the posi
son, though I never received a tion of Editor-in-Chief next year with
straight answer from you, I always the same vigor and organization
received a good one. It is through that he has brought this year to the
you w ho I learned the pow er of Photography Section, I’m sure. Mike,
always questioning, and always your year as Editor has certainly
confusing.
seen great things and I know your
And to countless others, you have year as Editor-in-Chief will see even
given so much of yourselves fo greater.
both the newspaper and myself:
Lillian M. Aleman: almost every
Brian Cross, Eli Gelman, Simona individual on the newspaper has
Kogan, Anna Lawrence, Gina Nit- som eone who has defined their
ting, Michele Phipany, Andy Seyka, time here.
For me, you are
John Sparacio, Alyson Thelin, and th a t person.
You w ent from
Jenn Winski. Your
being a shy Assis
work has not gone
tant News Editor,
unnoticed.
whom I hardly
66 WHAT THE MONT
And, of course,
knew, to a tre
to Peter Junda
mendous News
CLARION HAS TAUGHT
and Kevin SchwoeEditor, to one of
OVER THESE PAST THREE
bel, I will certainly
my
dearest
miss you both, the
friends.
I know
YEARS IS THAT WE DO
advertising odd
you will take this
NOT CREATE THIS EXPERI
couple.
campus
by
Every
year
storm.
ENCE ALONE. 9 9
brings with it its
And
Tom
new staff, and I
Hoskinson, the role
could not have
of
Production
imagined a better
Editor has grown
group than this year’s editors. You immensely since my time in th a t
made my role as Managing Editor position only last year. I know you
simple. All the credit this newspaper are the perfect candidate to bring
receives is yours.
it even that step further.
James Topoleski, your ability as
Finally, to my friends who have
Editor-in-Chief to so vigorously trum put up with my dedication to the
pet and defend our editors’ work is newspaper these past few years:
more than noteworthy. You have Elizabeth M. Coen, Al Fatale III, Allyn
certainly made the role your own.
Kurtz and others. Though I may
And to the editors: Cristin Curry, not show it often, I appreciate your
your sense of humor always gets me. friendship more every day. Please,
Keep in touch and I certainly hope never be strangers.
the friendship doesn’t end here;
Beyond everyone, however, I
Anne Clifford, when you came to the have to thank most my first family
paper this summer and wanted to -mom, dad, and Asaf-w ithout your
jump right into the position of Sports support and constant love, I would
Editor, I was astounded. The choice not have made it this far.
was obviously right; Lauren Liloia,
I am not yet sure what I will do
you have proven yourself a notable when next year comes, when there
graphic designer. I only hope Pratt are no more 5 a.m. excursions to
appreciates you just as much as we the diner after writing a hard-hitting
do; Lacey Smith, both your personali special report, when there is no
ties are fantastic. I hope to keep sound in the distant background of
track of your “ Big Stink's in the future; clicking keyboards in rhythm with
Melinda Smith, not only have you chatter, when I do not know the
been one of the best Chief Copy people standing behind the words of
Editors I’ve known, but in the nights- the student press so closely. But,then
made-mornings spent with you in again, the experience would not be
the office, I've learnt you also have a so great if it did not have an end.
zesty personality to match; and finally
Terrence Thornton, what would I do Inbal Kahanov, a political science
without your making fun of everyone major, is ending her third y e a r work
- including very often myself - all ing for The Montc/arion.

Computer
Continued from p. 21
to the second address.
Or it also could be th a t more
and more of us will start accepting
e-mails only from friends we have
preapproved, the same way some
people program their phones to
a cce pt calls only from a select list
of buddies.
But maybe, just maybe we will
opt out of e-mail entirely. Spam will
spoil the medium the way sewage
can spoil a lake. We’ll regard the
inbox with disgust.

If so, a new technology could
spring up to replace e-mail. Or we
just may go back to those incredibly
hokey methods of communication
w e 'd been so ready to mothball:
The phone. The letter. The knock on
the door.

Lenore Skenazy, courtesy o f KRTCam pus

loved working with everyone. I even
g o t a new room m ate out of the
deal, (ha, I go through roommates
a lot) but I hope that this one's here
to stay, I love you Lillian and I love
living with you.
In fact, I love everyone at the
paper. Let's start from the top.
James you're awesome, and you
have the cutest little boy grin, thanks
for always knowing how to fix the
things I break and reminding me
that there are a few good guys still
out there (I am not hitting on you).
Oh, and I almost forgot, photo ken
is awesome!
Inbal, I hope your feelings aren’t
hurt because I turned you down for
that date...haha, I'm JUST kidding.
Seriously, though, thanks for helping
me with all that I didn’t know. I am
glad that w e’ve had the chance to
become friends and hope that that
friendship will continue.
Back to Lillian again, thanks for
hugging me when I'm sad and
laughing at my little blirts of opinion
th a t inevitably g o t edited out of
those lovely news articles I wrote.
Cristin, we didn’t get a chance
to become too good of friends but
I definetly,enjoyed working with you
and appreciated all those times you
just let me put my article into your
section a day late.
Lacey, Lacey what can I say? We
weren't very close in the beginning
of this year, but I guess it's safe to
venture that that has since changed.
I'm going to miss you when you
leave, but I promise I’ll visit even if
I have to take a plane. Thanks for
those wacky 4 am IM conversations
and everything else th a t yo u ’ve
shown me.
Terrence, you’re hilarious, and it’s
been so much fun working with you.
Thanks sooo much for always having
your stuff done ON TIME. And if you
c a n 't find an apartment, you can
come live with me and Lillian!

Anne, you weren’t around in the
office too much this year, but when
you were here it was a pleasure
to work with you. You never had
anything bad to say about anyone
and that is rare these days. You were
also so quick to get your section
done, which is always a plus. Who
can ask for more?
Mike, I used to think you hated
me, but I guess I was wrong, I’ m
glad we got the chance to become
friends. I’d just like to say that you're
right, “some people are scumbags"
but you are definetly not one of
them.
Lauren you are wonderful, I am
glad we are friends and I swear we'll
have a ‘stitch & bitch’ party soon!
Good luck at Pratt I am so excited
for you. I will totally come visit you in
Brooklyn and we can have sewing
parties there. Cherilyn, what a wonderful assis
ta n t you were. I’ m sure you’ll do
fine next year as the copy editor.
I’ve enjoyed sharing all the boys
suck stories with you, though I don't
exactly enjoy the whole boys sucking
part.
John thanks so much for teach
ing me how to take pictures and
develop film, you didn't even know
me and you were willing to teach
me. If I left anyone out I am sorry,
it's only because I have a word limit
and I am already way past it! I wish
everyone luck in all that they choose
to do and can only say, don't settle,
never settle as long as you don't give
up you can have all that you ever
wanted. I started out college with
little expectations, really only looking
for a new experience and I couldn'f
have asked for anything better than
what I got.
M elinda Smith, an English major, is
ending h er first year as C hief Copy
Editor for The Montc/arion.

Torch
Continued from p. 17
take over the big chair. Just relax,
take a deep breath, and get ready
for what will be an incredible jour
ney.
To the rest of my staff, you have
all done an amazing job this year.
I tell you I am impressed at almost
every meeting and it’s the truth. I
never thought we would do such a
wonderful job as we have. Each and
every one of you fook your position
and gave it your all, even when you
had papers to write, people to see,
and places to go. I know you will all
go on to excel in everything you do. I
only wish I could have enough room
to thank each and every one of you
because all of you contributed in
your own unique way.
To my non-staff friends, Kara thank
you so much for talking to me at
5:00 every W ednesday morning.
You have been there for me when
I needed fo falk and everyone else
was sleeping.
You’re a great friend and I know
you are capable of great things in
the future. Good luck with SAI and
anything else you do.
The Class-One crew, thanks for
being there and helping out when
you could, and a special thanks to
WMSC, Players, Conservation Club,
and C IC . Class One unity all the
way!

Mom and Dad, thanks so mucfy
for letting me do this even if you
both were afraid if would a ffe c t
my grades. I m ight be behind a
semester, but I had the most amazing
experience ever.
Dr. Parsons, you should be
thanked as well since you coped
with me in classes having to leave
early or not make it at all. Every
thing should be back to normal next
semester, I promise!
And Lastly, Brianne, you have
been the most understanding girl
friend in the world. The Montclarion
and relationships do not have a
good history together, but we man
aged to make it. You were there for
me when I was breaking down over
the work I had, and you where there
when I had to call and cancel a
date, or a night together because
of issues here. We might have had
our share of fights thanks to this but
you’re the greatest person ever for
understanding me and why I had
to do this.
Its been a fun two years, but now
I have to run, good luck to everyone
and remember to find your voice
James Topoleski, a tech, education
major, is ending his first year as
Editor in Chief of The Montclarion
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Ten Things I ’ll Never Forget About
A List, in No Particular Order, Written With a Tear in My Eye
The food. The color and consis holes. And waiting for the shuttle bus
tency of Blanton hot dogs are seared at 2 a.m. on Sunday morning, a bag
Into my memory, as are late nights at of McDonald's food growing cold in
the Ratt. Every night, I'd eat there, my hands, after a night of drinking
get stomach pains from
and dancing. On second
the "food,” and swear I’d y
thought, I w on’t miss any
of this.
never eat there again.
Then, the next night. I’d be
Registration. That class
back. And on Fridays and
you need in order to grad
Saturdays, I'd com plain
uate? Closed. The only
GER that fits into your
about it being closed. Oh,
and bonus points for who
schedule? "Introduction
to Theory.” The password
ever spells stuffed shells like
this: stuff shells.
you need to access the
Terrence
system? Forgotten. That
The co m p uter labs.
Where a man with dyna
THORNTON guy who is the “voice"
mite strapped to his chest
of the Voice Response
System? The devil.
w ouldn't be able to use v a com puter unless his ID
The night the lights went
out a t MSU. Who said a
card had the proper sticker on it.
Parking. Som eday-m aybe soon, cam pus filled with young adults
in 'fa c t - I’ll miss waking up on w ouldn’t go insane if all the lights
Monday morning at 8:30 a.m., pan were turned out and no one could
icking upon the realization that I've see what they were doing? Stupid
forgotten to move my car from Lot 18 squirrel.
The wind. Walking north to Bohn
to Lot 28, and racing to Blanton in my
pajamas, praying there's no ticket Hall: wind blow ing in your fa ce .
placed underneath my windshield. Walking south to College Hall: wind
Oh, yes, and I'll also miss the pot blowing in your face. Walking east

to McEchran: wind blowing in your feminist play. Yes, it was only a
face. Walking west to Dickson: wind play, but apparently feminists do
blowing in your face. And all in the not like anyone arguing with them.
same half-hour. This was not in the It's a good thing I didn't go with my
brochure. Stupid
original title: "Just
mountain.
Stay Barefoot and
Gullible re a d 
Pregnant, Okay?"
6 6 ...W AITING FOR THE
ers. Realizing that
(Camille Paglia
SHUTTLE BUS AT 2 A .M .
people - th a t’s
didn’t like the play,
people, plaural either, girls).
on S unday
truly did believe
Being an RA.
th a t MSU was to
m o r n in g ...O n a s e c o n d
You may think
change its name
nothing out of the
THOUGHT, I w o n ’ t MISS
to
AOL/Time
ordinary happens
Warner University.
on campus, but
ANY OF THIS. 9 9
The Financial
being on the inside
Aid Office. Where
has taught me dif
all your dreams
ferent. Four words:
are crushed.
Horses in Blanton
Grammar lessons. Sitting through Hall.
yet another lecture explaining the dif
Goodbye, MSU. I'll never forget —
ference between then and than, its nor miss —your hallowed halls.
and it's, their and there and they’re,
e ffe ct and affect. Oh, I'm sorry,
this is sixth grade? I thought it was
college. My mistake.
Angry feminists and such. The T e rre n c e T h o rn to n , a n E n g lis h
excoriating response to a column in m ajor, is ending his first y e a r as the
which I explained that I didn’t like a O pinion E d ito r for T h e M o n t c la r io n .

M ontclarion Mailbag

Must It Be Like This?
I think, it is outrageous th a t
i the prices for parking tickets and
parking stickers have risen.There is
even a new parking garage that
charges by the hour} Standard
Parking continues to ticket both
students as well as faculty for
parking in incorrect lots, spaces
and places. The price of each
ticket is now $50! As a student:
w ho som ehow a c c u m u la te d
three tickets from a previous
school year incorrectly, and who
pays $50 for a parking sticker, I find
this increase in price atrocious,
and I dem and to know where
this extra money is going!
My car is usually parked on
campus and in the past three
years, 1 have had no problems
with it being there. The night of
March 10th, my car was parked
in Lot 25. By 7 a.m. the next day,
someone had keyed both doors
on the driver’s side of the vehicle,
I filed a police report and was
annoyed by this incident. The
very next night, in the same exact
parking lot, somebody {very likely
the same somebody) broke both
side view mirrors, stabbed the
driver's side doors with some tool,
dented the back of the trunk, let:
the air out of my tires, and keyed
the passenger side of the vehicle.
Again, I called Campus Police,
and again they filed a report.
h is clear th a t cam pus police
does do their job; we all see them
driving around at night. I want to
know w h a t Standard Parking
is doing that is so different this
year that they needed to raise
fees! There are no extra parking
booths, no cameras in any lots,
in fact we lost half of lot 28!
Now that there is a new parking

garage generating income for Stan
dard Parking, does this mean our:
fees will go down? I think that would
be less than likely.
My new inconvenience is having
to drive a rental ca r while mine is
in the shop. Of Course this means I
need a pass since my sticker is stuck
on the car, that is in the shop due to
^vandalism. This act that was caused
by some unknown person (s) while if
was in a lot where, by the way I pay
to park, which is regulated by Stan
dard Parking. The same company
who charges me a ridiculous amount
for what reason? To my surprise now,
I can only gt parking passes from
the Office in the Red Hawk Deck
and only for five days. Most logical
people would realize that there are
seven days to the week and for a
student who lives on campus, a five
day pass means there are two days
where I may be ticketed since there
Standard Parking office is closed.
Another thing can be added as
well. After explaining my whole story
to Standard Parking and getting my
" five day” pass, I found out some
thing. Someone who was parked in
the same lot on another Tuesday
night/Wednesday morning, had a
rock thrown through his front wind
shield! Now after hearing what hap
pened to me two consecutive night
then again to another person, do
you thing th e y 'v e even thought
about putting a booth or a camera
in Lot 25? Not like I heard anything
about having one installed there.
Who’s car is next? What will it take
for them to actually do something
useful with our money?
Janett Cordoves
Applied Mathematics/ Computer
science

Greek Week 2003
l am a brother of Tau Kappa State University", instead it seems
Epsilon International Fraternity and to be ran like a grocery store
I was the c o -d ire cto r of Greek tabloid.
Week For this year. I as well as
Greek Week is an event that
many others, was appalled by promotes Greek Life and Greek
the cover of last week’s issue of Unity. It is a week of friendly com
the M ontclarion which showed pletion between the different
a picture of a woman on a organizations on this campus.
stretcher and a heading which It is also a w eek in which we
read, "Greek Week Goes Bad.”
come together to do good for
This paper only shows nega the community.
tive aspects of the Greek com 
This year, we had a canned
munity. It never prints stories of the food drive in which we collected
good things Greeks bring to this almost two tons of food for the
campus.
community Food Bank of NJ.
It seems as though The
The Community Food Bank
Montclarion wasn’t interested in disperses the food to a number
running a story
of shelters to
on Greek Week
feed
those
until something
who
ca
n ’t
66 I t s e e m s a s t h o u g h
bad
hap
afford to feed
pened.
T h e M o n t c la r io n
themselves.
The printing
Two tons of
w a s n ’ t in t e r e s t e d in
of this picture
food is a great
without a story
a cco m p lish 
R U N N IN G A S T O R Y O N
shows a lack of
ment and is
G r e e k W e e k u n til
professionalism
s o m e th in g ,
and is a slap in
which should
S O M E T H IN G B A D H A P 
the face for all in
be shown on
the Greek com
P E N E D . 99
the cover of
munity.
the Montclar
Real journal
ion, but it’s
ists would havfe followed up the not.
picture with a story explaining
Greek Week 2003 was a sue-1
what had happened. No on from cess, but unfortunately one
the Montclarion even investigated a ccid e n t which occurred on
the incident.
the first day of events will now
This is e vid e n t because the shadow the entire week, thanks
ca p tion under the picture was to the reporting, or lack of, of
false, this accident didn't' occur the Montclarion.
during the relay ra ce and the
injured was not a spectator, she
David Soloway
was a volunteer who was helping
psychology
with the event.
The Montclarion is supposed to
be the "student voice of Montclair

©
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For more information, call the National Mental Health Association at 1.800.969.NMHA (6642)
Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.
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help wanted

for rent

Part-time Babysitter wanted. Our
3 Fun & funny kids need you this
sum m er. Come play games, picnic
lunch, & ride a bike. Non-smoker, own
car, refs. Call 973-748-8985.______

Fem ale only - shared room for 2
Summer and/or Fall ‘03 to full year,
walk to campus, across the street.
Summer rate $320./month utilities
included 973-778-1504 call for infor
mation_______________ __________

Babysitter wanted for 4 and 1 year old
siblings. 6 hours weekly in Montclair.
Occasional weekend. $10.00 per
hour. Car, references, experience
required. Call Mary Kate Mellow at
973-509-1443.
___________

Roommate Wanted -1 BR Rent $410
+ Gas in Montclair. Parking included.
Access to Bus 28 and shopping.
Please call 973-509-7850.

C redit Mgr Trainee-A uto finance
company has pos avail. Middlesex
Cty area. E-mail resume w/ cover Itr
to tic@infi.net____________________

*
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CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Pennsylvania children’s sleep-away camp. If
you love children we have positions for
Directors, Ass’t Dir’s. and Counselors for:
Tennis, golf, Drama, Camping/Nature, High
& Low Ropes, Gymnastics, Sports, Sailing,
Water-skiing, Ceramics, Calligraphy, Guitar,
Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, Piano, and
Nurse(RN).
Dates 6/19 - 8/16/03.
On campus interviews arranged.
Call 1-800-279-3019
or go to www.campwaynegirls.com.

h

* Positions Available imme4iately £
*
fot Mad Scientists.
*

J

*★ *★ *.■ ****

J

* Ma<l Science o f N o rth Central New Jersey ★
J is currently lo o kin g fo r stu4cnts to w ork J
¿ 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes *
J t o ki4s. Excellent pay-inducting training!! J

it

*
J

it
J

_

★

Do You:

★

* Love W o rking w ith chilcjrerrt
# Have fo il-tim e access to a cart
★ Have an ou tgoin g personality?

J
★
Î

*

if you answered yes to these guestions,
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
W
J
*
and set up an interview.

*

*

*
'ft'
^

*

★

W hat is your child getting
into a t the p h q p o H id ?
Last year, a half million
kids ware seriously injured
at their neighborhood
playgrounds- Learn how to
keep your child safer by
calling 1-800-824-80NES, or
by visiting www.aaos.org
flef fir

Vfeteepyou wb! comsctei

ikwjEOns

Testlfight
ONE DAY SEMINAR - SEPTEMBER 20
ON M ONTCLAIR STATE
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
A student who seems withdrawn or even
uninterested in school could be having problems
with learning and reading caused by a
communication disorder. In addition, speech,
language and hearing problems can impact a child’s
ability to make friends and establish healthy
. relationships. Which Is why it’s so important to
identify communication problems early and get the
needed support.When you do* many.children can
go on to improve their learning and literacy skills.
So, he sure your child has the communication
abilities to learn and keep jap in class. •

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW TO ACE THE L S À T

$95
PLACE: DICKSON HALL
TIME: 9AM -4PM
ENROLL BY MAY 15 AND SAVE $10
SEND $85 (CHECK OR M.O.) PAYABLE TO
TESTBRIGHT, 42 E. SHORE TR., SPARTA, NJ 07871
ATTENDEES RECEIVE FREE COPY OF RAY NEWMAN’S
NEW TEST PREP BOOK, “LSAT: THE INSIDE TRACK”

★

BONUSW

“HOW TO WRITE WINNING PERSONAL
STATEMENTS FOR LAW SCHOOL
APPLICATIONS”

To learn more,

HfeARiNO

'ï t f f lt t t i

call 1-800-638-8255
or visit asha.oig

Men’s Lacrosse Beat
Centenary, 12-11
MSU Finishes Off fhe Regular Season
By Anne C lifford

SportsEditor

Freshman aftackmen John Della
Pesca scored six goals as MSU held
off a furious rally by Centenary in the
fourth quarter for a 12-11 victory.
Junior Sean Pekarsky added five
goals for MSU, which closed out its
regular season at 10-4, the first time
the Red Hawks have won 10 games
in a season since 1994.
Reese Baillie had three goals and
an assist for the Cyclones, which outscored MSU, 5-0 in the final period.
MSU held a 12-6 lead heading into

the final period.
Matt Savarino scored on a manadvantage with 9:07 to play and
Chris Robbins made the score 12-8
as he tallied a goal with 7:53 left.
Baillie’s third goal of the contest
pulled the Cyclones within three
and Craig Eliss scored twjce within
54 seconds to make it a 12-11 game
with 2:04 to play.
Red Hawk senior goaltender
Vinny DeGennaro stopped Eliss’
point-blank shot with six seconds
left.
DeGennaro made 12 saves,
extending his MSU career record
to 637.
Ryan Seickel had 12 saves for
Centenary.
Kevin Gondres had four assists
for MSU.
Anthony Mosca, one of nine MSU
seniors playing in their final regularseason home game, had the other
goal for the Red Hawks.

Sport/ Trivio
Question: Who won the 1999

NCAA Lacrosse finals?
Answer to Last Week’s
Question:

St. Louis Rams

played in L.A. before they
moved in 1995.

Sport/ Trivio
Red Hawks Softball Wins Two Against Hunter
MSU Beats Rowan, 2-1 & 4-3

Rowan opened the inning with
two hits.
SportsEditor
The split with Rowan helped MSU
Panikiewsky then belted a twoget much closer to a bid in the New run double to give the Profs the
Jersey Athletic Conference Tourna lead.
ment, which begins on Thursday,
Rowan had a chance to extend
May 1st.
the lead, but Stephanie Romanko
It also gave MSU its 30th win of the m ade a diving catch on Jennifer
season, the fifth consecutive year Berenato’s liner to end the inning.
MSU has won 30 or more games.
In the top of the seventh, MSU put
Behind 3-1, MSU came back as tied the game as Barnes doubled
Kari McDonnell drew a one-out walk to lead off.
and moved to third as relief pitcher.
However, the
runner was
Sprague tied the game with a two- stranded there as Oswald fanned
run double to center.
the next two hitters and got Auteri
Colleen Oswald relieved Julie to line out to end the game.
Undercuffler and Barnes lined a
Oswald struck out six and walked
MSU Beats Hunter 12-1 & 11-3
single down the left-field line to score just one. Sweeney took the loss
pinch-runner Val Tauriello with the despite allowing six hits.
The Red Hawks defeated Hunter go-ahead run.
Sprague had two of MSU’s six hits
College, 12-1 and 11-3.
Totaro, who came in relief in the in the contest.
MSU sophomore second baseman fifth inning, picked up. the win.
Nicole Pacicco, led all players by
She allowed just one hit and one
MSU Splits with TCNJ
batting 5-for-5 in the two games. She unearned run, w alking tw o and
hit her fifth home run.
striking out one.
The MSU softball team split a
Freshman designated player AthaTotaro retired the final seven baf- doubleheader against The College
nasia Totaro went 3-for-4. She had ters she faced. Undercuffler took of New Jersey.
four runs and three RBIs. Junior short the loss. The lefhander allowed four
TCNJ took a 1-0 lead in the top of
stop Diana Auteri finished 4-for-6 and runs and five hits in 5 1/3 innings.
the second in the first game before
scored five runs.
Rowan had taken a 2-0 lead in MSU came back to tie the game in
MSU junior pitcher Crystal Sweeney the fourth as Sherri Cate doubled the bottom of the second.
improved to 16-3 with the victory in home a run against MSU.
MSU then led off the third inning
the first game.
MSU got a run back in the bottom with back-to-back home runs by
She allowed two hits, one walk b f the fourth as Barnes lined a single junior first baseman Sprague and
and one run while striking out seven to score McDonnell.
senior catcher Barnes to take a 3-1
batters in the first four innings.
Rowan extended the lead to 3-1 lead.
Last week's NJAC Rookie Pitcher in the fifth.
They scored six more times to
of the Week, freshman pitcher Kerry
Lisa Schmied walked with two take a 9-1 lead after three complete
Lee, improved to 8-1 after striking out outs, moved to second on a passed innings.
three hitters and walking two over four ball and scored when Nicole PaniBarnes finished 2-for-3 and drove
innings in the second game before kiewsky ripped a double down the in three runs, while MSU sophomore
sophomore Kristin Gervasio pitched left field line.
third baseman McDonnell belted
for the rest of the game.
In the first game, Oswald scat her seventh home run of the season,
Gervasio allowed four hits and no tered six hits as Rowan overcame a increasing her school-record career
runs in three total innings.
1-0 deficit in the fifth with two runs.
total to 18 home runs.
By A nne C lifford

MSU junior pitcher Sweeney
picked up the win, striking out two
batters and walking one while allow
ing just seven hits and two earned
runs.
TCNJ sophomore hurlqr Jessica
Donohue fell to 12-6 on the year,
yielding 10 hits and six runs in 3.2
innings.
TCNJ used four hits and three MSU
errors to take a 4-0 lead after two
innings in the second game.
Sophomore third baseman Chris
tina Venetucci started things off for
TCNJ.
Senior catcher Jennifer Kichula
collected two doubles and a run
for TCNJ while driving home three
runs in all.
Freshman pitcher Kelly Quigley
improved to 5-4 on the year with the
win, walking two batters.
MSU rookie thrower Lee fell to 8-2
on the year after surrendering six hits
and four runs in two innings.
Auteri N am ed NJAC Player
of the W eek

MSU junior shortstop Diana Auteri
was named the New Jersey Athletic
Conference Player of the Week.
Auteri is the second Red Hawk
to earn NJAC Player honors after
hitting .385 with seven runs scored,
five stolen bases and three RBI in a
7-1 week for MSU.
She opened the week by scor
ing the game-winning run in MSU's
1-0 eight inning win over William
Paterson.
For the season, Auteri ranks 15th
in the league in hitting with a .354
batting average.

Sports
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Baseball
N JA C

■Pii

Overall

Rowan

1 4 -4

2 5 -8

Kean

1 3 -5

2 6 -1 0

TCNJ

1 3 -5

2 7 -7 -1

SOFTBALL

f t % N
) S

William Patersopf| J
m

Rutgers-Camdeh

Thurs. 5/1
NJAC Championships
3:30 p.m.

« w

/ 0*12

i

i r i-7fej 1 9 -1 5

MSU

10-8 16-16-1

Ramapo

7 -1 1

1 8 -1 7 -1

Rutgers-Newark

5 -1 2

1 2 -1 9 -1

NJCU

3 -1 4

8 -2 3

Fri. 5/2
NJAC Championships
TBA

lili■

Sat. 5/3
NJAC Championships
TBA

Freshman
Hometown: Whippany, NJ
Alex won the NJAC and NJCBA Rookie
Pitcher of the Week this week.

h o no r a b i e
*

Softball

*
M
°

m e n t i o n

K risten G fsondi
Freshm an
H om etow n: Egg H arbor, NJ

o
■

J
N JA C

Overall

1 8 -0

3 1 -3

Kristen had three goals in Monday’s game.

¡gd rta w k
Ramapo

R

William Paterson

1 2 -5 -1

2 3 -9 -1

MSU

12-6

31-7

Rutgers-Camdenjj .'
&

TCNJ

/
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M C athy H om iek
« Ju n io r
° H om etow n: Tom s R iver, NJ

o

1
l0 -8

; 2 3 -1 1

~

D iana A uteri
Ju n io r
H om etow n: Lyndhurst, NJ

Baseball

1 0 -8

1 9 -1 5

A

a

Softball

Richard Stockton

Cathy set a new single season point mark with
89 points.

* 2 6 -7 -1

4124 - MSU 15, William Paterson 1
4125 - MSU 0, Kean 3

Rowan

"

9 -9

2 2 -1 3 -1

~

O

4123-MSU12, Hunter 1
4123-MSU11, Hunter 3

*

Mi

Diana was named NJAC Player of the W eek this
week.

« D ana Sprague
-e Ju n io r
Z H om etow n: N orth A rlin g to n , NJ

O

CO

Dana had two homers in the first game on
Monday.

A u te ri n a m e d
N JA C P la y e r
o f th e W e e k
See Page 26
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MSU Baseball Wins Against Johns Hopkins
was at the plate.
With a 0-1 count, Giacomiazzo hit a w ould-be RBI
line-drive to left-center field.
However, Kean sopho
more left fielder A nthony
Puzzo, caught the hit.
MSU
freshman
right
hander Jay Cook pitched
well in the loss, allowing only
two walks and no earned
runs in seven innings:
Giacomiazzo had two of
the three Red Hawk hits.
Sophomore centerfielder
Ethan Boyd picked up the
other MSU hit.
MSU Beats Rutgers-Newark

Tom Csigi had two hits for
Rutgers-Newark.
Mike Weiss finished 3-for-6
STEVEM ILLER / THEMONTCLARION
with three runs scored for the
STEVE M ILLER / THE MONTCLARI0N
(above) One of the six runs that MSU scored against Red Hawks.
Johns Hopkins comes in.
Rutgers-Newark recorded
all their runs in a fifth inning in
game one.
Kean Tops MSU
By Anne Clifford
Rutgers-Newark entered
SportsEditor
Kean University senior the top of the fifth falling 2-0
left-h a n d e r Jason Roman before three runs.
Joel Burgos led o ff the
allowed only three hits and
struck out four in a complete- inning with a single.
Mike Marcucci and Brian
game shutout victory against
Trapani each recorded RBI
MSU on Friday.
Kean took advantage of doubles while Csigi singled
two Red Hawk errors and two home one for Rutgers-New
ark's only runs of the after
hits.
In the top of the eighth noon.
MSU then rallied for three
inning MSU loaded the bases
I
MSU
6
with two outs and senior first runs in their half of the sixth.
With two outs,. Danny
Johns Hopkins 2
baseman Joe Giacomiazzio
Rodriguez singled home the
tying run, followed by a two
RBI single from Boyd for a 5-3
Red Hawk advantage.
The Red Hawks had a 5-0
victory in game two. It was
their first shutout of the 2003
season.
Thompson led the w ay
the first seven goals of the tossing seven plus innings
By Anne Clifford
game as Balint scored for a allowing just one hit.
STEVEM ILLER /THEMONTCLARION
Justin Lorentzen then
3-0 lead 5:55 into the game.
SportsEditor
Gisondi scored her first closed out the gam e also
(above top) One of MSU’s hits of the evening, (above
goal with 22:29 into the half.
allowing just one hit.
MSU
20
MSU’s offense was led by bottom) Pitcher Jeff Gogal finished his third complete
Homiek scored twice for
a 6-0 MSU advantage with Matt Benedetti. He smashed game of the season and defeated Johns Hopkins on
FDU
5
15:42 left.
his third homerun of the Tuesday.
Bridget Fitzsimmons fin season, a two-run pinch hit
Senior Jodi Gangemi was ished with a goal at the 14:18 shot to right-centerfield.
runs in the third and fourth walked two and did not
one of four MSU players to mark of the period.
innings.
allow an earned run.
have a hat trick in MSU's win
Johns Hopkins Falls to MSU
In the second half, Gisondi
Halligan doubled home
Baccarella was l-for-3
against Fairleigh Dickinson scored two goals seven min
his third run o f the gam e with two runs and two RBI.
Jeff Gogal
tossed his while P.J. Baccarella drove
utes in and Hann added two
University, 20-5.
Jay Cook was 2-for-2 with
Junior C athy Homiek more.
third com plete gam e of in two with a double of his a triple.
Jenn Kessler made 14 the season to help the Red own.
a d d e d tw o goals and six
assists as she reset her own saves for Fairleigh Dickinson.
Hawks defeat Johns Hopkins,
Johns Hopkins recorded
Thompson Wins Awards
Lisa Smicklo made three 6-2 Tuesday.
single-season school record
two runs of the game in the
Bryan Eberle
finished seventh.
before leaving at halftime.
for points.
MSU
freshman
Alex
Donielle Picinich had two l-for-3 with an RBI to led
Jess Hann, Erin Balint and
Eberle's RBI single drove Thompson earned NJAC
Johns Hopkins.
Kristen Gisondi e a ch also saves in her half.
in Gary Rosenberg who and NJCBA Rookie Pitcher
had three goals as MSU also
Leftfielder Mike Halligan reached on a single.
Homiek beat her own sin
of the Week honors for the
snapped a two-game losing gle-season mark of 81 points was 2-for-2 with three RBI's for
Johns Hopkins only other week of April 28th.
MSU, who reached the .500 hit was t>y shortstop Corey
streak in moving back to the set last year.
Thompson becomes the
She is currently third in mark for just the second time Gleason who doubled in the second Red Hawk to earn
.500 mark at 7-7.
A bby Hildrebrand and Division III in scoring, and now this season.
third.
NJAC Rookie Pitcher honors
The Red Hawks had three
Erin Hansen each had two has 89 points.
Gogal had his career high when he picked up his
goals for Fairleigh Dickinson,
MSU outshot FDU-Florham runs on three hits in the first for victories in a season as he second victory of the season
who have lost three straight. 46-1 T, including 24-5 in the inning.
improved to 7-1.
against Rutgers-Newark.
MSU then tacked on three
The Red Hawks scored first half.
Gogal struck out seven,

Women’s Lacrosse
Tops FDU, 20-5

